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Abstract: Reports of plumes or patches of methane in the Martian atmosphere that vary over monthly timescales 
have defied explanation to date. From in situ measurements made over a 20-month period by the Tunable Laser 
Spectrometer (TLS) of the Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) instrument suite on Curiosity at Gale Crater, we report 
detection of background levels of atmospheric methane of mean value 0.69 ±0.25 ppbv at the 95% confidence 
interval (CI). This abundance is lower than model estimates of ultraviolet (UV) degradation of accreted 
interplanetary dust particles (IDP’s) or carbonaceous chondrite material. Additionally, in four sequential 
measurements spanning a 60-sol period, we observed elevated levels of methane of 7.2 ±2.1 (95% CI) ppbv 
implying that Mars is episodically producing methane from an additional unknown source.  
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One Sentence Summary: Mars methane has been detected at background levels of ~0.7 ppbv and at a transient 
elevated abundance of ~10 times this value over a 60-sol period. 
 
Main Text: 
Because Earth’s atmospheric methane is predominantly biologically-produced (1), determining the abundance and 
variability of methane in the current Martian atmosphere is critical to assessing the contribution from a variety of 
potential sources or reservoirs that may be biological (such as methanogens (2,1)) or abiotic (1). These latter 
processes include: geological production such as serpentinization of olivine (3), UV degradation of meteoritically-
delivered organics (4,5,6), production by impacts of comets (7), release from subsurface clathrates (8) or regolith-
adsorbed gas (9,10), erosion of basalt with methane inclusions (11), or geothermal production  (12).  Several 
detections of Mars methane have been published. Ground-based observations from the Canada-France-Hawaii 
Telescope (CFHT) in 1999 found a global average value of 10 ±3 ppbv (2), and those using the NASA IRTF 
telescope in 2003 reported (13) methane release in plumes from discrete sources in Terra Sabae, Nili Fossae, and 
Syrtis Major that showed seasonal changes with a summer time maximum of ~45 ppbv near the equator.  This work 
also reported simultaneous detections of methane and carbon dioxide in 2005, and an upper limit of 3 ppbv in 2006, 
from which its’ rapid destruction since 2003 was inferred (13). The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) on the 
Mars Express (MEX) spacecraft reported detection in 2004 (14) with an updated global average abundance of 15 ±5 
ppbv (15), with indications of discrete localized sources and a summer time maximum of 45 ppbv in the north polar 
region. From the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) of Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), methane abundances 
from 5 to 60 ppbv were deduced (16) as intermittently present over locations where favorable geological conditions 
such as residual geothermal activity (Tharsis and Elysium) and strong hydration (Arabia Terrae) might be expected. 
Using data from NASA-IRTF acquired in February 2006, (17) reported a detection of 10 ppbv at mid-latitudes (42-7 
oN) over Valles Marineris but an upper limit of 3 ppbv outside that region; in December 2009 they obtained an 
upper limit of 7-8 ppbv and noted that data from both observations agreed with those of (13). More recent ground-
based observations report methane mixing ratios that have diminished considerably since 2004-2006 to a two-sigma 
upper limit of 5 ppbv (17,18,19), suggesting a very short lifetime for atmospheric CH4 and contradicting the MEX 
claim that methane persisted from 2004-2010. At Curiosity’s Gale Crater landing site (4.5°S, 137°E), published 
maps of PFS data (15) show an increase from ~15 ppbv in fall to ~30 ppbv in winter, whereas the TES trend (16) is 
opposite: ~30 ppbv in fall and ~5 ppbv in winter. 
 
Observational evidence for methane on Mars has been questioned in the published literature (20,21,22) because 
photochemical models are unable to reconcile the observed amounts with their reported spatial gradients and 
temporal changes over months compared with the expected ~300 year methane lifetime. Contradictions were noted 
between the locations of maxima reported from ground-based observations and maps inferred by PFS and TES from 
Mars orbit. The plume results (13) were questioned (22) on the basis of a possible misinterpretation from methane 
lines whose positions coincided with those of terrestrial isotopic 13CH4 lines. Krasnopolsky (7) argued that cometary 
and volcanic contributions were not sufficient to explain high methane abundances, noting for the latter possibility 
the lack of current volcanism or hot spots in thermal imaging (23), and the extremely low upper limit for Mars SO2 
that in Earth’s volcanic emissions is orders of magnitude more abundant than CH4, as predicted for Mars (24). 
Model calculations including expected atmospheric transport and circulation (20,25) are to date all unable to 
reproduce the spatial and temporal characteristics of the observed high concentration methane plumes, whether 
resulting from possible clathrate release (8), surface adsorption by or desorption from the regolith (9) or for 
ultraviolet (UV) degradation of surface organics (4,5,6), despite the introduction of a variety of putative loss 
mechanisms (26,27,28).  
 
The Tunable Laser Spectrometer (TLS) of the Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) (29) instrument suite on Curiosity 
rover has a spectral resolution (0.0002 cm-1) that offers unambiguous identification of methane in a unique 
fingerprint spectral pattern of 3 well-resolved adjacent 12CH4 lines in the 3.3-µm band (30). The in situ technique of 
tunable laser absorption in a closed sample cell is simple, non-invasive and sensitive.  TLS is a two-channel tunable 
laser spectrometer that uses both direct and second harmonic detection of IR laser light. One channel uses a near-IR 
tunable diode laser at 2.78 µm that has yielded robust data on carbon, oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios on Mars 
(31). The second channel uses an interband cascade (IC) tunable laser at 3.27 µm for methane detection alone, 
scanning across seven rotational lines that includes the R(3) triplet used in this study. This laser makes 81 passes of 
a 20-cm long sample cell of the Herriott design fitted with high-vacuum microvalves that allow evacuation with a 
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turbomolecular pump for “empty cell” scans, or filled to Mars ambient pressure (~7 mbar) for “full cell” runs. Our 
methane determination is made by differencing the measured methane abundances in our sample cell when filled 
with Mars atmosphere from measurements of the same cell evacuated, as detailed in the Supplementary Material 
(SM) (32).  
 
From our first six observations spanning a 234-sol period (1 sol= 1 Mars day = 24 hrs 37.3 mins), we previously 
reported (33) a mean value of 0.18 ± 0.67 ppbv that was not precise enough to claim detection of Mars methane, but 
instead set an upper limit of 1.3 ppbv (95% CI) that was significantly lower than those reported (5 ppbv, 95% CI) 
from recent ground-based observations (17,18,19).  
 
We have now reprocessed our entire data set (with a small modification explained in (32)). Our data set now extends 
the measurement period over 605 sols, including 11 direct ingest measurements and two recent measurements using 
a “methane enrichment” experiment run on sols 573 and 684. In this latter procedure, the atmospheric methane is 
effectively enriched by 23 ±1 times by flowing the ingested gas slowly over a carbon dioxide scrubber material. 
Prior to running on Mars, the instrument script was optimized using the test-bed SAM suite (32).  Results from the 
complete data set are given in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 1. We partition our data points of Fig. 1 into 3 groups for 
independent analysis: (i) the “low methane” direct ingest results of sols 79, 81, 106, 292, 313 and 684; (ii) the “low 
methane” enrichment results for sols of 573 and 684; and (iii) and the four sequential “high methane” runs of sols 
466, 474, 504, and 526, as there is no statistically-significant variation within each grouping. Mean values for these 
grouped data sets (final three lines, Table 1) form the basis for our analysis and conclusions. We note the good 
agreement between the direct and enriched experiments that were run back to back on sol 684. The daytime run of 
sol 306 is not included in group (iii) because it was not part of the high methane sequence, nor is it included in the 
low methane group (i) since it is clearly higher than the background average. 
 
Our “low methane” enrichment experiments produce a mean value for atmospheric methane of 0.69 ± 0.25 (95% CI) 
ppbv, as described in (32).  The direct-ingest (non-enrichment) group yields a mean methane value of 0.89 ± 1.96 
(95% CI) ppbv, agreeing with the higher precision enrichment value within error. For the “high methane” abundance 
seen in direct-ingest we measure a mean value of 7.19 ± 2.06 (95% CI) ppbv for the four sols 466, 474, 504, and 
526. In the SM (32), we provide arguments to rule out the possibility of terrestrial contamination, and therefore 
conclude that the enrichment result and the “high methane” result independently produce detection of methane at 
two levels of abundance. Although TLS samples only the very lowest part (~1 m) of the Mars atmosphere in the 
Gale Crater region, the atmospheric mixing time of a few months suggest that our measured value of 0.69 ± 0.25 
(95% CI) ppbv is likely representative of the mean background level for Mars atmospheric methane abundance, 
which is only expected to vary significantly and seasonally over the winter poles (20). 
 
The principal sources of organics delivered exogenously to Mars are isotropically-accreted interplanetary dust 
particles (IDP’s) and low-mass carbonaceous chondrites containing up to 10% organics by weight (1,4,5,6).  Recent 
observations by SAM on Curiosity have detected the presence of chlorobenzene and simple chlorinated alkanes (34) 
in a drilled martian mudstone in Gale Crater. Laboratory studies of meteoritic materials have shown that UV 
irradiation of organic molecules can produce methane either directly (5) or through secondary photochemical 
reaction (35), and that certain molecules can form a photoresistant layer leading to methane over extended time 
periods (6). Constrained by laboratory production rates, models have assessed the rate and size of infall of meteoritic 
material such as IDP’s, carbonaceous chondrites and other sources of organic carbon to the martian surface that 
might reproduce methane observations under Mars-like UV conditions. The UV/CH4 model of isotropically accreted 
IDP organics of Schuerger et al. (4) predicts that the UV-induced production of methane is carbon-limited, and over 
geological time can produce a globally-averaged methane abundance of 2.2 ppbv methane for a 20% conversion rate 
of organic carbon to methane.  No significant diurnal or seasonal changes are predicted by this model, which cannot 
explain the variability of methane over relatively short timescales observed in earlier studies (12,14). Even with 
consideration of single large bolide impacts or multiple airburst events, the models struggle to emplace sufficient 
carbon over the large surface areas of the plume observations, and more importantly cannot supply methane fast 
enough to create plumes over the observed timeframe (5). 
 
Our background methane abundance reported here of ~0.7 ppbv from the low methane enrichment is significantly 
lower than the 2.2 ppbv obtained from the Schuerger UV/CH4 model estimate (5) described above, despite the fact 
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that measured surface UV levels from Curiosity’s REMS instrument (32,36) agree with the model values (5). This 
implies that either the quantity of delivered carbon or its conversion efficiency to methane is one-third the model 
estimates or that an indigenous source may be having an effect. It is also likely that the fresh analog material used by 
Schuerger et al. (5) is not completely representative of the bulk of material (UV-processed IDP’s) being delivered to 
Mars. 
 
As detailed in (32), our high methane result of 7.19 ± 2.06 ppbv (95% CI) shows no significant quantitative 
correlation with relative humidity, atmospheric pressure (carbon dioxide abundance), ground or air temperature, 
inlet pointing, or radiation levels measured by other Curiosity instruments: the Rover Environmental Monitoring 
Station (REMS (36), the Chemistry and Camera complex (ChemCam (37)), and the Radiation Assessment Detector 
(RAD (38)). The REMS observations suggest a plausible anti-correlation with water abundance, air and ground 
temperatures and both REMS and the Curiosity mast camera (MastCam (39)) show a possible anticorrelation with 
atmospheric opacity (32), but our first enrichment measurement on sol 573 spoils this. However, all methane 
measurements (including sol 573) support an anti-correlation of methane abundance with column measurements of 
oxygen abundance and water vapor as measured by the ChemCam instrument (see Fig. S9), the latter contrasting 
with the weak positive correlation observed by the Mars Express PFS (8, 40). However, the lack of O2 and H2O data 
for the range Ls = 160-220 spoils this comparison, and we must await future measurements to assess this fully.  
 
Concerning the possibility of spatially-variable methane abundance, although the high methane measurements were 
observed within 200-300 m of each other (Fig. S10), the rover had not traveled far (~ 1 km) since the lower value of 
sol 466, and the high methane disappeared after traveling only a further ~1km away. Typical ground winds of ~7 
m/sec (25) would cover that distance in only 2 minutes, and given rotation of diurnal wind, it’s impossible to isolate 
one location from another. This suggests a short-duration event that is either local and weak, or more distant and 
stronger. The persistence of the high methane values over 60 sols and their sudden drop 47 sols later is not 
consistent with a well-mixed event, but rather with a local production or venting that, once terminated, disperses 
quickly. Most of our data is taken at night, when prevailing winds are likely from the south. The marginally higher 
daytime values suggested in sols 306 and 526 indicate a source to the rover’s north, because prevailing daytime 
winds would advect toward the rover location. The change in rover location is therefore unimportant as this is a 
temporal, not locational variation. With a concern that Curiosity transit over varying surface materials (identified by 
the Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS (41)) measurements) could be associated with the high methane 
observations, we studied rover stand-time and local terrain composition (32) and rule out such potential 
contributions. While we cannot rule out possible clathrate release (8) or surface adsorption into the regolith with 
subsequent release (9), both these mechanisms do not support the local, short timescale variation we observe. 
 
Our measurements of a background methane abundance of ~0.7 ppbv can be reconciled with photochemical models 
that include an exogenous source such as UV degradation of organics (5) because model results likely represent 
upper limits with extensive UV processing in space prior to delivery to Mars. Like the earlier plume measurements, 
our higher transient methane amounts of ~7 ppbv require an additional source of methane, in our case suggesting 
advection to the rover location from a local unidentified source. If that source were a recent bolide impacting Gale 
Crater and producing 1% methane, we estimate that it would have to be several meters in size and leave a crater of 
tens of meters in diameter, but no new impact craters have been observed within Gale Crater from Mars orbit time-
series imaging (42) since landing.  Our measurements spanning a full Mars year indicate that trace quantities of 
methane are being generated on Mars by more than one mechanism or a combination of proposed mechanisms --
including methanogenesis either today or released from past reservoirs, or both.  
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Table 1. Curiosity TLS-SAM methane measurements at Gale Crater (4.5 S, 137.4 E) over a 20-month period.  
SEM=standard error of the mean. Ls=solar longitude. CI=confidence interval, values of which are ± 2SEM for 
individual results, and explained in the SM (32) for the grouped results in the last three rows.  
Martian Sol after 
landing Aug 6th 
2012 
Earth date Ls (deg) Gas ingest time/cell 
pressure (mbar)/foreoptics 
pressure (mbar) 
Mean value ± 
1SEM (ppbv) 
Mean value ± 
95%CI 
(ppbv) 
79 Oct 25th 2012 195.0 Night/8.0/11.5 -0.51 ± 2.83 -0.51 ± 5.66 
81 Oct 27th 2012 196.2 Night/8.0/11.5 1.43 ± 2.47 1.43 ± 4.94 
106 Nov 27th 2012 214.9 Night/8.5/10.9 0.68 ± 2.15 0.68 ± 4.30 
292 Jun 1st 2013 328.6 Night/8.7/9.2 0.56 ± 2.13 0.56 ± 4.26 
306 Jun 16th 2013 336.5 Day/8.1/0.0 5.78 ± 2.27 5.78 ± 4.54 
313 Jun 23rd 2013 340.5 Night/8.7/0.0 2.13 ± 2.02 2.13 ± 4.04 
466 Nov 29th 2013 55.7 Night/8.0/2.3 5.48 ± 2.19 5.48 ± 4.38 
474 Dec 6th 2013 60.6 Night/7.9/2.3 6.88 ± 2.11 6.88 ± 4.22 
504 Jan 6th 2014 72.7 Night/8.1/2.3 6.91 ± 1.84 6.91 ± 3.68 
526 Jan 28th 2014 81.7 Day/7.5/2.3 9.34 ± 2.16 9.34 ± 4.32 
573 Mar 17th 2014 103.4 Night/5.3/2.3 0.47 ± 0.11 0.47 ± 0.22 
684 Jul 9th 2014 158.8 Night/4.5/2.7 0.90 ± 0.16 0.90 ± 0.32 
684 Jul 9th 2014 158.8 Night/6.8/2.7 0.99 ± 2.08 0.99 ± 4.16 
Mean value of “low methane” sols 79, 81, 106, 292, 313, 684 =  0.89 ± 0.70 0.89 ± 1.96 
Mean value of “low methane” enrichment results for sols 573 and 684 =  0.69 ± 0.09 0.69 ± 0.25 
Mean value of “high methane” sols 466, 474, 504, 526 =  7.19 ± 0.74 7.19 ± 2.06 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  The TLS-SAM methane measurements vs. martian sol. Plotted values are from Table 1, with error 
bars representing ±1 SEM. Those with larger error bars are the direct ingest results, and the two with smaller error 
bars labelled EN are the values retrieved from the “methane enrichment” runs. All measurements are made from 
nighttime ingest, except the two marked “D” that are ingested during the day and analyzed at night. The last direct 
ingest value (plotted near sol 700) occurred during the same sol 684 as the last enrichment run, but is offset to higher 
sol value to separate the points for visual clarity. The shaded boxes show the occurrence and duration of the SAM 
evolved gas analysis (EGA) runs for RK=Rocknest, JK=John Klein, CB=Cumberland and combustion during which 
gases evolved from rock samples were introduced into SAM and a portion fed into the TLS sample cell for analysis. 
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Materials and Methods 
This supplementary material repeats some of that published earlier (33) that is here updated 
and extended to include discussion of the enrichment experiments, spectral difference plots, 
correlation results of the TLS methane measurements with a variety of observed quantities like 
relative humidity, water abundance, ground and surface air temperatures, etc., and finally to 
present arguments for ruling out terrestrial contamination. 
 
The Tunable Laser Spectrometer (TLS) in the Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) instrument suite 
on the Curiosity Rover: 
This instrument has been previously described in detail (29,33 and references therein). Fig. 
S1 below shows the optical layout for the methane measurement. 
 
 
 
Methane spectroscopy and laser parameters: 
The TLS interband cascade (IC) laser scans through a unique fingerprint of seven spectral 
lines in the υ3 band: three 12CH4 lines associated with R(3) and four subsequent 13CH4 lines 
associated with R(3) transitions.  Table S1 below lists the three 12CH4 lines used for this study, as 
identified by both the HITRAN data base (43) and laboratory measurements.  We create the 
 
Fig. S1. Top: Schematic of the TLS optical path.  Prior to entering 
the 81-pass (16.8 m pathlength) sample cell through a wedged Ge 
window (W), the IC laser beam makes a single pass through ~9 cm 
of a foreoptics chamber containing lasers (L), beam-splitters (BS), 
reference gas cells (not used for methane measurement), and steering 
mirrors (M). Bottom: Photo of TLS flight spectrometer before 
integration into SAM with gold preamplifier on top of Herriott cell. 
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labels e, f, g for these three lines, where the g line is strongest, and both e and f are about half the 
intensity of the g line. 
 
Table S1. Spectral lines used to identify methane from HITRAN data base (43) 
Spectral line center 
(cm-1) 
Line-strength at 296 K 
(cm-1/ molecule·cm- 2) 
Ground-state 
energy (cm-1) 
Assignment Label 
3057.687285 2.085E-19 62.8781 R(3) g 
3057.726529 1.245E-19 62.8768 R(3) f 
3057.760524 1.245E-19 62.8757 R(3) e 
 
The IC laser was developed at JPL, and operated near 245 K stabilized by a two-stage 
thermoelectric cooler (TEC)  producing single-mode (>99%) continuous-wave output power 
with a linewidth retrieved from low-pressure (Doppler limited) spectra of ~10 MHz.  This light 
was collimated using an efficient triple-lens collimator to produce ~1 mW laser power that 
passes through the foreoptics chamber then into the sample (Herriott) cell.  Prior to entering the 
Herriott cell, the beam was attenuated by a factor of ~20 by a thin mylar sheet (not shown in Fig. 
S1) to reduce optical fringing and detector non-linearity.  We note that the pre-launch settings for 
the TEC and laser current scans (used for calibration also) have not been changed and the target 
spectral line positions remain in our scan window.  Very small (~linewidth) variations in the 
spectral line position are seen depending on the Curiosity heat ramp behavior, but we observe 
and track the methane lines continually for each spectrum through the simultaneously-recorded 
reference cell detector; the tracked methane spectrum arises from residual methane gas in the 
foreoptics chamber. 
 
Description of the Difference Method: 
We determine Mars methane abundances by differencing full cell and empty cell results 
(not spectra), as described below.  In a typical run on one sol, we collect (downlink) 13 empty 
cell spectra (2 minutes on board averaged each) followed by 26 full cell, then followed by 
another 13 empty cell spectra for return-to-zero check.  Cell temperatures and pressures are 
extremely stable during the complete sol run and contribute negligibly to our results (see later).  
We chose to record relatively long periods of continuous empty or full spectra to make sure that 
no drift (growth or loss) in retrieved methane abundance was observed during the run.  We 
record sequential 2-minute empty cell spectra for ~1 hour followed by ~1 hour of sequential full 
cell spectra.  We do not difference full-empty spectra before processing.  Rather, with powerful 
computing resources now available, we process each of our 3 methane lines separately in each 
and all of our 2-minute spectra (by comparison with HITRAN calculations described below), 
then produce a combined efg-line average abundance for each spectrum that becomes a single 
raw 2-minute data point. Then, after applying common calibration factors and error 
contributions, we compare statistically the empty and full cell results for each measurement after 
normalizing to the empty cell mean values.  
 
 
 
Direct and Second-harmonic (2f) Spectra 
TLS is designed to simultaneously produce both direct absorption and second harmonic (2f) 
spectra, as is standard for commercial and laboratory tunable laser spectrometers (44).  Tunable 
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laser spectrometers “scan” through spectral lines by applying a current ramp (usually saw-tooth) 
to the laser that through junction heating changes the wavelength by a small amount, the ramp 
repeated typically every one second (as done in TLS). 
 
In direct absorption, absorption line depths that indicate gas abundance are measured as dips 
in the large light level on the detector as the laser is scanned.  For very weak absorptions of ~1% 
or less (due to low gas amounts, too small path lengths or gas pressures, etc., and as expected for 
low methane (<20 ppbv) amounts) it is challenging for electronics and dynamic range to measure 
small changes in a large signal, and a “harmonic” detection is preferred.  In harmonic detection, 
the very narrow laser linewidth (much narrower than the gas absorption line) is modulated 
(“dithered”) at high frequency (say 10 kHz) by applying a sinusoidal component to the laser 
current ramp (increasing laser current is the normal method of tuning the laser across the spectral 
scan) with an amplitude that is small compared to the gas linewidth.  So, if we modulate at 10 
kHz and look at only the component of the detector signal at 10 kHz (using phase-sensitive 
detection), we would record a first-harmonic or first-derivative (1f) spectrum as shown in Fig. 
S2.  Outside the spectral line and at the line center, the laser is jiggling left and right where no 
difference exists, so it records zero in these places, but has its maximum signals (negative and 
positive) at the side of the line where the slope is maximum. 
 
 
 
If we now modulate at 10 kHz, but look at the component of the laser light on the detector 
that is at 20 kHz, we would record (as we do on TLS) the second-harmonic or second-derivative 
(2f) spectrum seen in Fig. S2. Both 1f and 2f spectral signals are zero-based in amplitude and 
move the detection frequency to higher frequency (kHz) compared to the direct (DC) spectrum, 
 
 
Fig. S2.  Comparison of theoretical line shapes of direct 
absorption, first harmonic (1f) detection and second harmonic 
(2f) detection. 
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where 1/f noise is lower.  Thus the harmonic method produces higher signal-to-noise spectra.  
The 1f spectrum is not usually used since it can have small vertical offsets and the line center 
position is a zero-crossing rather than a peak.  The 2f spectrum is preferred since it has its peak 
in the same place as the direct absorption spectrum, and moves the detection regime to the higher 
(20 kHz) frequency. 
 
Spectral Data Processing: 
The Beer-Lambert law models the optical transmission of light through an absorbing 
medium (44): 
 
Iν = I0e-k(ν)ρl 
 
where Iν is the transmitted light intensity at frequency ν, I0 is the incident light intensity, k(ν) 
is a line shaping function that may be Doppler, Lorenzian, or Voigt, although the Doppler 
lineshape is a close approximation at Mars atmospheric pressures.  ρ is the molecular number 
density and l is the path length in cm.  We use this model to determine the abundances of 
individual absorption lines present in our sampled measurements.  The model needs many input 
spectral parameters for temperature dependence, air broadening, ground state energy, etc., and 
we use the HITRAN database for this information (43). Direct absorption spectra produce good 
results for gases that have line center absorption depths of ~1% or greater.  For higher sensitivity, 
we add a modulation to the laser current and then demodulate the returning detector signal at 
twice that frequency.  This effectively gives us a second harmonic or 2f spectrum in which 
sensitivities of up to 2 parts in 105 are possible.  See the section above and also Webster et al. 
(44) for a complete discussion.   
 
Laser Power Normalization and Wave Number Scale 
For a given channel (either CH4 or CO2/H2O), TLS returns 3 spectra from the Herriott cell 
“science” detector, and 3 spectra from the reference channel detector.  For both the Herriott cell 
and reference channel spectra, these 3 spectra are the direct absorption spectrum, the 2f 
spectrum, and a high-gain 2f spectrum.  Our methane analysis is done using the 2f spectrum that 
is normalized to laser power from the direct absorption spectrum and mapped to a wave number 
scale using the reference detector signals. The high-gain 2f spectrum is not used since with only 
moderate gain increase (x16) it duplicates the 2f spectrum in signal-to-noise ratio but suffers 
from dynamic range restriction. 
 
The TLS instrument also returns reference detector spectra recorded simultaneously with 
those from the science detector, and these are used to track the methane lines to provide the wave 
number scale for later processing. The methane signal (spectra) detected by the reference 
detector (located inside the foreoptics, as shown in Fig. S1) is due to residual methane in the 
foreoptics.  The foreoptics contribution to the science spectrum is equivalent to about 90 ppbv 
for sols 79-292 and much lower for subsequent runs. The 2-stage thermoelectric cooler on the IC 
laser keeps the lines in the same position during the scans, with drifts in line positions over all 
sols of only about 1-2 linewidths that are tracked successfully. 
 
For an amount of gas at a given pressure and temperature, calculations using the HITRAN 
data base parameters (43) will predict the depth and width (distribution in wave number) of the 
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absorption by the gas sample for all sampled frequencies, allowing us to then compare our 
recorded spectra to the spectra produced by the model.  But, in order to make this comparison, 
we must first normalize the recorded data.  This process that takes level 0 data (spectra) and 
produces level 1 data (spectra) entails: 
Removing a “null pulse” which is a measurement of the background light taken with the 
laser off, and recorded during every one second spectrum that is averaged on board for our 2-
minute downlinked spectrum.  This allows us to determine the direct absorption with respect to a 
percentage of transmitted light (i.e. 1% absorption: 99% transmission). 
Removing any DC offsets in the harmonic spectra (described below). 
Fit the baseline of the spectra.  This sloping baseline results from the fact that the laser 
output power increases as it tunes through different wave numbers. 
Divide 2f spectra by DC baseline. 
Assign a wave number (cm-1) scale to the real spectra.  We do this by using easily 
identifiable peaks of known wave number. 
 
Once the raw spectra (level 0 data) are normalized (Fig. S3) as level 1 data, we can then use 
the HITRAN model to scale our real world data.   
 
 
Fig. S3. Example of normalization of a real single spectrum (2 min.) downloaded for sol 106. 
The methane triplet lines e, f, g can be identified from Table S1 above.  The left panel is the 
complete level 0 spectra, whereas the right panel that shows level 1 data (same 2-min. spectrum 
normalized to power and given wave number scale) has been expanded in wave number to show 
the methane lines used and the occurrence of optical interference fringes that limit the detection 
method for a single 2-min. spectrum. 
 
Producing Abundances 
Using temperatures and pressures from our instrument for input, we iteratively run the 
model, varying the abundance in a converging algorithm until the synthetic spectra for the single 
line is the same size as our real spectrum (within some determined threshold).  The convergence 
criteria are set to optimize for the 2f spectra.  
 
For the methane analysis, we generate two results, one named “peak-to-peak” that returns 
the peak-to-peak signal amplitude (actually central peak to lobe-average) values, and a second 
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named “integral” that returns the area of the 2f line between and above the bottom lobe minima 
positions (wave number).  The peak-to-peak method finds the signal amplitude of the 2f 
maximum and lobe minima average, and is our preferred method since it produces somewhat 
lower scatter in our data, although results for either method are very close.  The integral method, 
which is used for retrieving H, C, O isotope ratios (31) uses the following algorithm: 
Find the global max of the 2f absorption spectra (peak) 
Find the two local minima (2f lobes) 
Fit a line between the two lobes  
Using the lobes as integration boundaries, find the area between the fitted line and the 
spectra for both the direct and 2f spectra.  Ratio this area between real and synthetic spectra and 
if ratio is outside the convergence threshold, iterate with new abundance. 
 
Once the measurements converge, we ratio the resulting areas of the real spectra to the 
synthetic spectra which has a known abundance.  For both methods, using the same laser 
modulation and gain throughout (pre-launch calibration and all Mars measurements), we relate 
the 2f signal size to the direct absorption size through calibration as described below, and like 
any flight project, we rigorously run our experiment as tested and calibrated pre-launch. 
 
Calibration: 
When analyzing direct absorption spectra with known pressure, temperature and path 
length, a Beer’s law calculation using spectral line parameters from HITRAN (43) can in theory 
provide the gas abundance without the need for calibration gases (i.e. someone else did the work 
when they created the data-base).  However, calibration gases serve the dual purpose of verifying 
the spectrometer response (a check of pathlength or number of passes in a cell, laser linewidth, 
pressure, mode purity, temperature, saturation, etc.) and also giving a direct calibration 
(relationship) between the direct absorption and the 2f channel with its various different gain 
stages. 
 
The relative methane abundances reported here are calibrated using NIST-traceable 
methane in air provided by the NOAA-CMDL laboratory (provided by Jim Elkins group) 
specified to contain 88 ±0.5 ppbv.  By injecting this gas into the TLS Herriott cell during pre-
launch calibration runs of TLS and SAM in the NASA GSFC environmental chamber, we record 
both direct absorption and 2f signal sizes using the same conditions (e.g. laser scan, modulation, 
flight electronics and software, Herriott cell temperature and pressure, ramp heater) used on 
Mars. During the calibration run, the foreoptics is pumped out so that there is no contribution 
from foreoptics gas.  The path length of the Herriott cell was verified to be 81 passes based on 
direct absorption measurements of these same methane lines using a second calibration cylinder 
(same provider) at 1800 ppbv. In addition, by adding pure methane gas at low pressures so that 
the lines are bleached to zero light transmission at line centers, the mode purity during the scan is 
verified. No change in alignment or detector signal sizes has been detected since pre-launch. 
Normalizing the mean value retrieved to 88 ppbv gives us a calibration result and uncertainty of 
88.0 ±1.13 ppbv. We note that this absolute uncertainty of ±1.13 ppbv does not carry forward in 
our difference method described below, since it would only serve to change the mean value and 
upper limit slightly (by ~1 part in 88). 
 
The foreoptics contribution to the difference method: 
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The difference method is described in the body of the main paper, and the sequence shown 
in Fig. S4 below. During the empty or full cell periods, the foreoptics and Herriott cell pressures 
are very stable; during a typical run (Sol 106) the temperatures and foreoptics pressure are stable 
to 0.02%, and the Herriott cell pressure during the full cell section is stable to 0.1%. 
 
 
During the long pre-launch activities in Florida, the foreoptics chamber leaked up to a 
significant pressure (~76 mbar) by the time we arrived at Mars.  This pressure included terrestrial 
“Florida air” from the launch site that contained significant terrestrial methane gas (~10 ppmv) 
that showed up as a large methane signal (spectrum) on the Herriott cell science detector for both 
“empty” and “full” Herriott cell data, since the beam made one pass through the 9-cm length of 
the foreoptics.  Results from these runs made before sol 79 were discarded and not included in 
the analysis.  To reduce the foreoptics contribution, we pumped down the foreoptics chamber in 
a series of steps for subsequent sol runs (80, 33, 11.5 mbar) until at 11.5 mbar we observed no 
detectable increase (or reduction) in the empty or full cell spectra with time over the run, so that 
we were confident that the leakage was negligible during the runs to follow. To eliminate any 
residual concerns regarding possible leaks between the foreoptics and Herriott cell during the 
run, for sols 306 and 313 we further reduced the foreoptics pressure to close to zero by pumping 
on the chamber.   
Because of the foreoptics contribution, all of our spectra (empty and full Herriott cell) look 
somewhat like those in Fig. S3 since (in the absence of significant Martian methane) they are 
dominated by the foreoptics contribution.  We then process them as described above, and then 
look for differences in the empty and full cell results. Specifically, the “full” cell methane spectra 
are first processed as if the observed methane spectrum came only from the Herriott cell, that is, 
 
Fig. S4. Housekeeping data from a single methane run (Sol 106) showing 
experiment sequence of 26 empty cell scans, 26 full cell scans, and 6 empty cell 
scans. Although the foreoptics pressure is different for some runs (see Table 1), note 
that the foreoptics chamber pressure is constant during the empty and full Herriott 
cell runs on any given sol. For sols 306 and 313, the foreoptics pressure was first 
reduced to zero. The Herriott cell and foreoptics temperatures show the saw-tooth 
like effect of the small ramp applied to the heater to wash optical interference 
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we use the measured Herriott cell pressure and temperature to retrieve a “full cell” methane 
mixing ratio by comparison with HITRAN. Then for the “empty” cell spectra, we use the same 
mean temperatures and pressures of the full cell and process the empty cell spectra to reveal the 
“empty cell” methane mixing ratio. This method makes the difference method most sensitive to 
Herriott cell methane from Mars, should it be there.  If there were no methane on Mars, the 
empty and full cell results would be identical.  If there were 20 ppbv methane on Mars, the full 
cell result would be 20 ppbv larger than the empty cell result. For sols 79-292, for example, both 
the empty and full cell results are close to 90 ppbv, and for sols 306 and 313 it is <20 ppbv. For 
the difference data given in Table 1, the mean empty cell values for that specific run have been 
subtracted from the mean full cell values to provide the resulting Martian methane mixing ratio. 
 
The “methane enrichment” and “hybrid” experiments: 
For direct ingest runs (lower precision), inlet 2 (see top right corner of Fig. S5) is used. It is 
a 3/16” internal diameter stainless steel tube heated to 50oC containing a dust filter of sintered 
Inconel 0.5 micron particles that is located on the rover side ~1 m above the Martian surface, and 
was pointed at a variety of directions relative to the nominal wind direction. 
 On two occasions we conducted “methane enrichment” experiments that effectively 
increase the methane abundance in the Herriott cell by removing (“scrubbing out”) a large part of 
the main atmospheric component, carbon dioxide. In these runs, the Mars atmosphere is ingested 
through a second inlet (Inlet 1 in Figure S5 below) and led to the TLS Herriott cell by passing 
over a CO2 scrubber cell filled with Linde 13X molecular sieve material.  Once the Herriott cell 
is pumped out, the Mars atmosphere is ingested along the path shown in Fig. S5 until the TLS 
cell is either at 90% of the Mars ambient pressure of ~7 mbar, or two hours have gone by. For 
the two enrichment runs, we typically produced 4-5 mbar of enriched atmosphere in the Herriott 
cell after the two-hour limit.  The script for the enrichment runs was thoroughly tested in the 
SAM test-bed at NASA GSFC in a series of 3 runs aimed at determining “the enrichment factor 
(EF)”, during which a “Mars mix” of known abundances (50 ppbv methane in this case) was 
used, where TLS measured the methane abundance before and after the enrichment, and for the 
“empty cell”. Using an N2/Ar ratio approximating that expected on Mars, a value for EF of 24 ±2 
(95% CI) was first obtained, modified to 22 ±2 (95% CI) with a more accurate N2/Ar ratio from 
a separate gas mixture in a subsequent run.  
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Fig. S5. The SAM gas handling and routing schematic. V=valve, MN=manifold, SMS=sample 
manipulation system, WRP=wide range turbomolecular pump.  The broad blue highlight shows 
the path taken by the ingested Mars atmosphere during the enrichment experiments. The lower 
precision “direct ingest” runs ingest Mars atmosphere through the shorter path from Inlet 2 and 
manifold MN13 into the Herriott cell. 
 
Because our first enrichment run on Sol 573 produces a very low value for methane in 
contrast to the earlier “high methane” runs, we modified the methane enrichment script to 
append a direct ingest run immediately after it, and called this our “hybrid methane” script. This 
was also tested in the SAM test bed at NASA GSFC, and produced consistent enrichment factor 
of 23 ±1 (95% CI) even though it was conducted months after the first run with many other test-
bed studies in EGA mode done in between.  
 
Data Analysis: 
Through the SAM central data handler (CDH), the Curiosity rover returns two-minute 
averaged spectra from TLS (direct absorption and 2f spectrum for both Herriott cell and 
reference gas cell) that show the three spectral absorption lines given in Table S1. We treat each 
of these lines as a separate estimate of the absorption attributable to methane somewhere along 
the optical path. These absorptions were converted into an apparent methane mixing ratio in the 
Herriott cell by assuming that this is the only region in which methane occurs.  
Changes to data processing since the first Science paper (33) results: All our data have now 
been reprocessed with the same new algorithm that reduces any susceptibility to variations in the 
laser plate temperature by automatically rejecting the few 2-minute points that resulted from a 
laser plate temperature changing by more than 0.1 deg/minute. The need for this quality control 
is because the spectral lines will blur somewhat during the 2-minute average by an amount 
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dependent on the laser plate temperature; the faster the laser plate temperature changes during 
the 2-minute collection, the smaller the methane spectral lines will be in depth. Although it is 
true that our integrated area under the spectral line will take care of this, it is not perfect since we 
integrate not across the full lineshape, but across the area between the second harmonic lobe 
positions (still most of the line).  Not all runs require point removal, and point removal can result 
in either or both the full or empty cell runs. The most significant change that this reprocessing 
produces is for the daytime run of Sol 306: removing the few low points that were associated 
with a fast-moving laser plate temperature results in raising the mean value of the full cell 
abundance to produce the now-high retrieved value for the daytime abundance (Table 1 and 
Figure 1). 
Comparing the data for the six observations of sols 79-313 in this paper with those in 
Webster et al. (2013), the results for sols 81 and 292 are rather similar, while those for sols 79, 
106, 306, and 313 are different. Using the current data, the published value of 0.18 ± 0.67 ppbv 
and the upper limit of 1.3 ppbv in Webster et al. (33) should be revised to 0.88 ± 0.81 ppbv and 
2.2 ppbv, respectively. Although the revised mean for this 6-sol group is 0.88 ppbv, at 95% 
confidence level the upper limit is 0.88 +1.645*SEM = 2.2 ppbv, because in this case a one-
sided Student distribution needs to be considered for upper limits. 
 
Averaged Spectra: 
We choose to partition our data points of Fig. 1 into 3 groups for independent analysis: (i) 
the “low methane” direct ingest results of sols 79, 81, 106, 292, 313 and 684; (ii) the “low 
methane” enrichment results for sols of 573 and 684; and (iii) the “high methane” four sequential 
runs of sols 466, 474, 504, and 526, since each of these groups shows no significant variations 
within. The daytime result of sol 306 is not included. The averaged spectra for these three groups 
are plotted in Fig. S6 below where a definitive increase in signal size (integrated area) is evident 
for each line in the methane signature. 
 
 
Figure S6 follows on next page. 
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Fig. S6. Visual comparison between full and empty cell average spectra: A. “Low methane” 
from Sols 79, 81, 106, 292, 313 and 684; B. “High methane” from Sol 474 only; C. “High 
methane” from Sols 466, 474, 504, and 526; and D. “Low methane” from the enrichment 
experiment sols of 573 and 684 before dividing the difference by the enrichment factor of 23. 
 
Computation of mean values, standard error of the means and confidence intervals: 
For each sol, the average net signal Net  (in ppbv) is obtained from the Full and Empty cell analyses 
from the following equation: 
EmptyFullNet −=           (S1) 
where Full  and Empty   are the mean values of the Full and Empy cell analyses for a given sol.  
The variance is thus: 
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where nF and nE are the number of Full and Empty cell analyses acquired on a given sol. The value 
F
Net
n
s
 
calculated from Eq. S3 is given in Table 1 as the Standard Error of the Mean.  
The 95% Confidence Interval is given by: 
  
F
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dfPtsNet ),(±=∆
         (S4) 
where the critical values of the t-distribution are taken for a significance level P of 95% and the degrees 
of freedom df =nF -1. Note that usually nF ≈ 25-30, and thus the critical value is close to2, which is the 
value we considered in Table 1. 
 
The mean net values provided for each series (“low methane”, “low methane with enrichment”, “high 
methane”) are calculated as the average of all individual 2-min full cell analyses of that series, from 
which the average empty cell of the corresponding sol is subtracted, i.e., net values are calculated for each 
sol with the appropriate background, and then are averaged over all the sols of that series. The mean value 
can thus be written as: 
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where indices 1, 2,…, N correspond to the sol index within a series, nF(j) is the number of full cell 
analyses performed on the jth sol, and nF,tot is the total number of full cell analyses over the given series.  
Net  refers here to the mean net values of that series, while )( jEmpty is the mean of the Empty cell 
analyses measured on sol j. 
Although the Full and Empty cell values exhibit some non-random fluctuations over different sols, the set 
of net values is randomly distributed over each series. A possible real (non-random) variation of the net 
signal may be observed during the enrichment series (as reflected by the different mean values obtained 
on sol 573 and 684, although confidence intervals overlap), so that the estimated standard deviation of the 
net values may be overestimated for that series. 
Since only mean daily values of the background were subtracted from individual Full cell analyses, the 
variance of the net signal as calculated from Eq. S5 only reflects the variance of the Full cell analyses. In 
reality, the variance of the net signal is the sum of the variances of the Full and Empty cell analyses. Since 
both are similar to a good approximation, the real variance of the net signal should be ≈ 22 Nets  (where 2Nets
is the variance calculated from the dataset of net values described above). As a result, the SEM and 
Confidence Intervals for the mean values of each series are calculated as: 
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       (S7) 
with df = nF,tot  – 1 degrees of freedom. With this approach, the uncertainty on the Empty cell values is 
also taken into account. 
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Supplementary Text 
 
Correlations with other measured parameters: 
Correlations with other measurements have been described in the main text, and the data 
plots are presented below.  
Fig. S7. Plot of TLS methane abundances vs. solar longitude (degrees). 
 
 
Figure S8 follows on next page.  
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Panel A: 
Panel B: 
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Panel C: 
Panel D: 
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Panel E: 
Fig. S8. Panel A: Comparison between TLS methane measurements and dust opacity 
measured by MSL’s mast camera (MASTCAM) at 880 nm and by the REMS instrument 
across UV-abc wavelengths. Panel B: Comparison between TLS methane measurements 
and the minimum ground (Tg) and air (Ta) temperatures as measured by REMS. Panel C: 
Comparison between TLS methane measurements and the average ground (Tg) and air (Ta) 
temperatures as measured by REMS. Panel D: Comparison between TLS methane 
measurements and the maximum daily relative humidity RH as measured by REMS. Panel 
E: Comparison between TLS methane measurements and the in situ water vapor volume 
mixing ratio (vmr) as measured by REMS. 
For a description of REMS and MASTCAM, see (36) and (39).  
 
 
 
 
Figure S9 follows on next page. 
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Fig. S9. Comparison between TLS-SAM methane measurements and preliminary ChemCam 
oxygen (top panel) and water (lower panel) column abundances, the latter plotted in precipitable 
microns at 6.1 mbar.  The preliminary ChemCam data is from the presentation by McConnochie 
et al. (37) at the 8th Mars International Conference (2014). 
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Regarding the Curiosity rover location during the TLS methane measurements, the “high” 
methane results were all obtained in one region near Everett, as shown below in Fig. S10.  
 
 
Fig. S10. Schematic showing the Curiosity rover’s location during the observations of “high” 
methane, near Everett.  The subsequent low value observed for sol 573 was only ~800 m away. 
 
Arguments against terrestrial contamination: 
During evolved gas analysis (EGA) runs conducted by SAM, a portion of gas from a 
specific temperature cut containing helium carrier gas and gases evolved from the sample during 
pyrolysis is delivered to TLS primarily for isotopic analysis (H, C, O isotopes).  During these 
runs, we also measure high levels (typically ~10 ppmv) of methane produced from the 
decomposition and reaction products of MTBSTFA present in the sample system as a terrestrial 
contaminant (leak from derivatization cup, reference Glavin). TLS-measured values of 13C/12C 
(namely, d13C = -40 to -100 per mil) in the observed methane are in the range measured for 
MTBSTFA (Jen Stern, co-author, private communication). The occurrence of these EGA runs is 
plotted along the bottom of Figure 1 in the main body of the paper.  In light of this known 
contamination, we here consider scenarios by which this source of terrestrial contamination 
could be responsible for our methane detection at both high and low values, and present 
arguments below to rule these scenarios out. 
 
Hypothesis: The observed methane is the result of incomplete pumping out 
(evacuation) of the Herriott cell: 
From observed signals comparing the Mars atmospheric carbon dioxide (~96% pure) to 
those of an evacuated cell, we measure that the cell is pumped to <0.007 mbar, so that 10 ppmv 
CH4 in 10 mbar He could leave a few ppbv methane after the end-of-EGA evacuation.  However, 
before and after each atmospheric ingest reported here (performed days to weeks after EGA 
runs), the cell is again pumped out to <0.007 mbar, so that the contribution would be negligible.  
Moreover, the 4 “high methane” results were recorded over a continuous period spanning 60 sols 
during which time no EGA runs of any kind were made, yet the 4 methane values remained 
consistently high. Note also that several earlier measurements made after RN, JK and CB sample 
analysis (see Fig. 1 caption) are low, not high. 
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Hypothesis: There is a coating (MTBSTFA or reaction products) inside the Herriott 
cell that emits methane after reacting with ingested Mars atmosphere. This coating has 
built up over time, and may have been cleaned/removed by the combustion run leading to 
the lower methane values in the subsequent (enriched plus hybrid) runs. The empty cell 
would not show methane that would appear only once Mars atmospheric gas is ingested. 
We first note that both the Herriott cell interior and its primary mirror pair are both gold-
coated, and can be considered the same surface for film coating or reaction. Because the 
interband cascade (IC) laser used for methane detection bounces 81 times between mirror 
surfaces, changes in the transmitted laser power provide a very sensitive detection of any film 
build up inside the cell.  Figure S11 below shows that the methane laser power has not 
significantly diminished since landing, and if anything shows a minor trend toward higher power 
(cleaner mirrors). The measured 1SEM scatter in the data is only ~0.1% over the whole time 
period, and this change in laser power would require a change in mirror reflectivity of only ~10 
parts per million!  Should a putative polymeric type film cause such a change in reflectivity as a 
loss (absorption), we calculate that this tiny absorption could result from a film of 5 x 10-3 
monolayers thick. Although very small, if every molecule of such a fractional layer was 
converted somehow to one molecule of methane, a few ppmv of methane could result in the 7 
mbar Herriott cell when full. Therefore, any methane production from such a contamination must 
be limited not by the tiny film thickness, but by the available putative reactants ingested from the 
Martian atmosphere.  We also know from full cell and before-and-after-empty-cell 
measurements that no trend is observed on any run over time (30 mins for each component, 
typically), so that any such chemistry must be very fast (less than a minute or so) and then 
immediately terminate. 
 
 
Fig. S11. Normalized mean laser power of the Interband Cascade (IC) laser as a function of 
Martian sol, showing no significant change over time.  If anything, a linear fit shows a slight 
trend toward increasing power (cleaner mirrors). Because the IC laser beam bounces 81 times 
between Herriott cell mirrors, this implies no change to mirror reflectivity within a few parts per 
thousand.  Enrich 1=first enrichment run; Hybrid=direct ingest + second enrichment run. 
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Should this mechanism be occurring, we need to question exactly what Martian gases would 
be involved in this fast chemistry to produce methane?  And what would the proposed surface 
coating be made of?  We consider ozone at 10-200 ppbv, or hydrogen peroxide at <40 ppbv that 
potentially could react with a surface coating. Although methyl propene was first suggested as a 
potential “coating” material since it is a known byproduct of MTBSTFA degradation, this is 
ruled out since it is highly unlikely that methyl propene is adsorbed to surfaces, since it is much 
too volatile at 10 mbar (comparable to chloromethane). Better candidate MTBSTFA products 
that are more likely to condense on surfaces at 45 oC, 10 mbar, are the silylated water products, 
tert-butyldimethylsilanol and 1,3-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-1,1,3,3 tetramethyldisiloxane identified 
by SAM or something like the C4 ketones or aldehydes that have been seen in lab analog studies. 
 
Regarding the possible “cleaning” effect of the combustion run, we rule this out since the 
EGA runs themselves produce oxygen at measured values (QMS) higher than the oxygen 
accompanying the combustion experiment temperature cut given to TLS. 
 
Note that the TLS Herriott cell is maintained at 45 oC and only occasionally sees the EGA 
experiment.  TLS receives a “temperature cut” (ingested gas from a predetermined oven 
temperature range) only ONCE per EGA run - not continuously - and this is a single 400 cc 
volume of mainly He at 10 mbar with EGA products fed to TLS. 
 
In summary, we conclude that the possibility of terrestrial contamination producing the 
“high” methane signals is very unlikely, and with no evidence to back this scenario, we rule it 
out for the following main reasons: 
There is no evidence of a coating/film that formed inside the TLS Herriott cell.  Measured 
laser light level changes during the mission can accommodate no more than 10-3 monolayer at 
most. 
The earlier TLS methane data do not show any increase after 15 (!) EGA runs (RN, JK, 
CB1-3, BK’s), with the “high methane” occurring suddenly after an additional 3 EGA runs 
(CB5-7) and then disappearing after a single combustion run that is not significantly different to 
TLS than a standard EGA run of an oxygen-containing sample. 
It is difficult to identify atmospheric reactants and chemistry that would react with any 
putative film or coating inside the Herriott cell to produce methane. During SAM EGA the QMS 
has not detected any atmospheric oxidants that could react with any coating in the TLS at 45 oC 
that would release methane. 
 
While there is no evidence to suggest an analytical problem despite an exhaustive search for 
one, such a short-lived elevated methane signal is surprising. Given its transience, an undetected 
analytical problem cannot be ruled out. Continued measurements of the atmospheric methane 
abundance, especially using the enrichment procedure, may further establish the reliability of this 
detection, and possibly of the recurrence frequency of elevated methane concentrations. 
 
Study of Curiosity Wheel Degradation and Changing Terrain during Transit: 
Because the observation of high methane occurred on four sols only, rover motion and 
geologic features of the terrain had to be excluded as possible methane release mechanisms in 
the unlikely scenario of methane being trapped in voids in crushed rocks, particularly since the 
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Curiosity wheel degradation occurred during transit over harsh environments. The wheels 
themselves are made of aluminum, and there is no possibility that the wheel degradation can 
itself produce methane, but a two-ton rover traversing over differing rock terrain may crush 
rocks and somehow release methane in some places and not others. Therefore, the following 
correlations were tested against the high methane results: a) rover stand time, b) general terrain 
features, c) geochemistry of individual rocks. 
 
a) Rover stand time 
Rover stand time is the time elapsed between the last wheel motion and the ingest of 
atmosphere into the SAM instrument. To calculate this, the difference between the time of last 
wheel motion (extracted from the rover motion protocols) and the ingest start time (from the 
SAM protocols) was calculated (Fig. S12). All four observations of high methane (sols 466, 474, 
504, 526) were made after relatively short rover stand times (Fig. S12). Within those four sols 
the longest stand time of ~36 hours occurred on sol 466, sol 526 had ~23 hours stand time and 
sols 474 and 504 ~11 hours.  Similarly short but also long stand times (up to 555 hours) are 
related to low methane observations. Heating of the ground from the RTG as a cause for high 
methane measurements can be excluded as it would increase with time, which is not seen.  
 
Fig. S12. Diagram relating rover stand time and terrain classification to the methane 
measurements. Methane measurements are plotted in ppbv, for error bars refer to Fig. 1 and 
Table 1 one in the main manuscript. Mean values of high methane (left axis and black squares) 
were taken from sols 466, 474, 504, and 526, all other sols are classified as ‘low methane’. Note 
that sols 306 and 526 are daytime runs. With this in mind, sol 306 is classified as a low-methane 
result.  Unit of rover stand time is seconds, because the basis for the calculation is the spacecraft 
clock. Bar above the plot represents terrain classification from orbital mapping, whereby grey-
blue, yellow and orange colors represent increasingly more rough terrain, while green and blue 
represent smooth terrain.  
 
b) General terrain features 
Considering next the release of methane from crushing of rocks or disturbing soil while 
driving we take the following factors into account: rover stand time and the classification of the 
terrain from mapping (Fig. S12) and elevation .  Elevation of the ingest location does not 
correlate with the methane measurements. The overall distance driven is a measure of the rover 
location and is best represented by the terrain mapping (bar above Fig. S12). Observation of high 
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methane occurred over terrain classified as smooth (blue) and rough (orange), and low methane 
observations also occurred over both types of terrain, excluding a direct correlation between 
orbiter data based terrain classification and the methane observations.  
 
c) Geochemistry of individual rocks 
To further test a correlation of rock properties with the observation of high methane, we 
next turn to the chemistry of rocks and soils as measured by APXS (41). Because the rover 
wheels crush and disturb rock fragments and soil along the traverse randomly, we therefore do 
not select individual measurements or attempt to single out rock classes but, rather, test chemical 
data grouped around the sols of the methane experiments.  We tested the entire range of elements 
measured by APXS (Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn, and Br) and show 
selected diagrams in Fig. S13. We investigated elements important for rock forming minerals 
(Fe, Mg for olivine and pyroxene, Na, K for feldspar plotted vs Si, all as oxides) and elements 
important for later fluid rock interaction (Ca, S for sulfates, Cl, Br for evaporation processes, Zn 
for hydrothermal processes; all as oxides). None of the plots shows any correlation between the 
observation of high methane and the rocks in the immediate area of the rover position at ingest. 
Since the diversity of rocks crushed by the rover wheels is likely similar to the diversity 
measured by APXS (but exceptions may exist), and no correlation is observed between rock 
geochemistry and the methane observations, rover-generated heating, rock crushing or soil 
disturbance are an unlikely cause for the high methane observation.  
 
Fig. S13. Plots of APXS (41) chemical data.  Dots represent APXS measurements taken in the 
timeframe of low-methane observations, stars represent APXS measurements taken in the same 
timeframe as the high-methane observations were made. The upper two panels represent oxides 
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important for the host rock classification, e.g., Fe in olivine and alkali oxides in feldspars. The 
lower two panels represent elements important in secondary alteration e.g., for the formation of 
Ca-sulfates or evaporitic minerals.   
  
 
TLS Raw Science and Housekeeping Data for Each Sol 
 In this section we present two-minute point-by-point raw data that includes relevant science 
and housekeeping data for both full and empty cells of each sol for which data was recorded. The 
table S2 below allows the reconstruction / traceability of the final data results and statistics given 
in the main body of the paper as Table 1. 
For all the data given in Table S2 below, the TLS Herriott cell path length is 1680 cm. An 
average value of the 3 read temperatures (columns E, F, G) is used to process the data. For empty 
cell runs, the actual pressure in the Herriott cell is <10-4 mbar.  All quoted mixing ratios in ppbv 
have been first corrected by a calibration factor resulting from pre-launch calibrations with 
standard mixtures as described earlier in the SOM. 
The columns given in Table S2 below are: 
A = Index number for each 2-minute data point 
B = Elapsed time (seconds) 
C = Fore optics Pressure (mbar) 
D = Laser plate temp (deg C) 
E = Fore optics temp (deg C) 
F = Ref cell temp (deg C) 
G = Science detector temp (deg C) 
H = Herriott cell pressure (mbar).  For full cells this is the actual Herriott cell pressure. For 
empty cells, this column will read the mean value of the full cell pressure since we convert the 
fore optics methane abundance signal to what it would be in the Herriott cell prior to subtracting 
it later in the final column. 
I = CH4 mixing ratio (ppbv) from weighting the mixing ratio from 3 lines that takes into 
account that the g line is about twice as strong (SNR) as the e and f lines that have equal 
magnitude. 
J = Weighted CH4 mixing ratio (ppbv) calculated as the difference of the value in column L 
minus the mean value for the empty cell for each particular run.  Note for the empty cell values, 
the mean value of column M will therefore be zero, and the data scatter gives us the empty cell 
SEM value to add (RSS) with the data scatter of the full cell. 
  
Table S2. TLS Raw Data for Full and Empty Cell runs for each sol. 
Sol79 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 16445 14.56 18.54 44.62 42.79 46.98 6.662 71.54362 -8.54402 
2 16605 14.52 18.54 44.65 42.48 46.4 6.452 74.55205 -5.53559 
3 16766 14.53 18.53 44.48 42.74 46.89 6.632 73.92872 -6.15892 
4 16927 14.55 18.53 45.16 42.54 46.58 6.442 83.21665 3.129013 
5 17088 14.55 18.54 44.33 42.68 46.78 6.612 74.10462 -5.98302 
6 17249 14.53 18.55 45.23 42.66 46.82 6.442 78.1916 -1.89604 
7 17409 14.54 18.56 44.2 42.62 46.67 6.572 87.57683 7.489191 
8 17570 14.53 18.57 45.06 42.74 46.95 6.502 82.71834 2.630704 
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9 17731 14.54 18.58 44.07 42.55 46.56 6.522 71.70673 -8.38091 
10 17891 14.56 18.58 44.9 42.77 47 6.582 75.84954 -4.2381 
11 18052 14.56 18.58 43.95 42.49 46.45 6.482 66.4225 -13.6651 
12 18213 14.55 18.58 44.75 42.76 47 6.622 72.4699 -7.61774 
13 18374 14.51 18.57 43.87 42.43 46.32 6.452 55.79384 -24.2938 
14 18534 14.54 18.52 44.61 42.73 46.94 6.622 80.7523 0.664663 
15 18695 14.54 18.55 44.32 42.37 46.28 6.432 79.63755 -0.45009 
16 18856 14.55 18.53 44.47 42.69 46.87 6.622 73.84749 -6.24015 
17 19017 14.55 18.51 44.85 42.42 46.41 6.412 81.97289 1.885247 
18 19178 14.53 18.48 44.34 42.65 46.79 6.592 69.13349 -10.9541 
19 19338 14.53 18.45 45.23 42.54 46.66 6.412 78.99308 -1.09456 
20 19499 14.53 18.41 44.23 42.59 46.73 6.562 88.48778 8.400142 
21 19660 14.52 18.37 45.11 42.65 46.89 6.402 85.08292 4.995284 
22 19820 14.53 18.33 44.08 42.52 46.57 6.512 99.85333 19.76569 
23 19981 14.53 18.29 44.92 42.7 46.94 6.502 96.92697 16.83933 
24 20142 14.53 18.25 43.95 42.45 46.45 6.462 95.41509 15.32745 
25 20302 14.53 18.21 44.76 42.69 46.95 6.562 91.17831 11.09067 
Sol79 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 13327 14.56 18.66 45.05 42.5 46.97 6.523 76.64755 -3.44009 
2 13487 14.52 18.73 44.07 42.45 46.73 6.523 60.95483 -19.1328 
3 13648 14.54 18.77 44.96 42.67 47.11 6.523 82.62281 2.535167 
4 13809 14.56 18.79 44.02 42.49 46.64 6.523 73.51998 -6.56766 
5 13969 14.57 18.8 44.88 42.77 47.15 6.523 63.65598 -16.4317 
6 14131 14.56 18.81 43.96 42.5 46.55 6.523 96.19029 16.10265 
7 14291 14.55 18.8 44.86 42.72 47.01 6.523 76.71578 -3.37186 
8 14452 14.55 18.8 43.93 42.46 46.47 6.523 94.80176 14.71412 
9 14613 14.55 18.78 44.78 42.77 47.05 6.523 80.5615 0.473861 
10 14774 14.56 18.76 43.91 42.45 46.39 6.523 69.33734 -10.7503 
11 21340 14.53 17.95 44.16 42.56 46.68 6.523 86.05545 5.967811 
12 21646 14.52 17.86 44.08 42.49 46.6 6.523 81.6454 1.557759 
13 21806 14.53 17.81 44.9 42.64 46.93 6.523 90.54097 10.45333 
14 21967 14.52 17.76 43.92 42.4 46.46 6.523 79.73747 -0.35017 
15 22128 14.51 17.71 45.14 42.75 47.16 6.523 85.11004 5.022396 
16 22289 14.52 17.67 44.12 42.54 46.69 6.523 80.5477 0.460058 
17 22449 14.51 17.64 44.91 42.72 47.08 6.523 82.62589 2.538247 
18 22610 14.51 17.6 43.93 42.42 46.5 6.523 66.95215 -13.1355 
19 22771 14.52 17.57 44.71 42.67 47.02 6.523 83.40107 3.313429 
20 22932 14.52 17.54 43.78 42.3 46.33 6.523 83.22399 3.136354 
21 23092 14.6 17.53 44.89 42.79 47.22 6.523 90.81838 10.73074 
22 23253 14.51 17.49 43.91 42.42 46.52 6.523 76.26169 -3.82595 
Sol81 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
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1 17544 14.76 21 45.25 43.11 46.88 6.602 67.01518 -16.8779 
2 17705 14.75 20.91 44.35 42.95 46.54 6.612 90.95843 7.065365 
3 17865 14.75 20.83 45.28 43.07 46.88 6.522 93.36267 9.469611 
4 18026 14.76 20.75 44.37 42.95 46.59 6.632 99.33399 15.44093 
5 18187 14.75 20.69 45.35 43.02 46.8 6.542 100.7288 16.83578 
6 18347 14.74 20.62 44.41 42.95 46.63 6.642 89.5342 5.641139 
7 18508 14.73 20.56 45.4 42.95 46.72 6.482 95.66268 11.76962 
8 18669 14.73 20.51 44.44 42.94 46.67 6.642 83.8953 0.002236 
9 18829 14.72 20.45 45.41 42.87 46.62 6.482 74.77954 -9.11352 
10 18990 14.73 20.39 44.45 42.93 46.69 6.652 75.77327 -8.11979 
11 19151 14.71 20.34 45.34 42.77 46.48 6.452 79.23326 -4.6598 
12 19311 14.72 20.28 44.47 42.91 46.7 6.632 84.77684 0.883782 
13 19472 14.7 20.22 45.42 42.98 46.87 6.532 78.09694 -5.79612 
14 19633 14.73 20.17 44.44 42.94 46.73 6.642 73.44997 -10.4431 
15 19793 14.69 20.12 45.4 42.88 46.72 6.472 90.88347 6.990406 
16 19954 14.71 20.06 44.38 42.9 46.71 6.622 90.57041 6.67735 
17 20115 14.73 20.02 45.35 42.78 46.55 6.442 95.28182 11.38876 
18 20275 14.71 19.97 44.41 42.86 46.69 6.612 93.01972 9.126661 
19 20582 14.69 19.89 44.44 42.89 46.74 6.622 102.7503 18.85724 
20 20743 14.68 19.83 45.33 42.73 46.54 6.432 84.35604 0.462979 
21 20903 14.69 19.77 44.42 42.85 46.71 6.602 87.79615 3.903088 
22 21064 14.67 19.72 45.33 42.9 46.87 6.492 74.99412 -8.89894 
23 21225 14.68 19.66 44.35 42.83 46.68 6.592 84.00213 0.109071 
24 21385 14.66 19.61 45.3 42.78 46.69 6.432 75.1058 -8.78726 
25 21546 14.69 19.56 44.31 42.77 46.63 6.572 67.78387 -16.1092 
Sol81 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 12193 14.85 22.96 44.7 42.75 46.32 6.558 89.72983 5.836767 
2 12353 14.87 23.04 44.76 43.17 46.99 6.558 68.68776 -15.2053 
3 12514 14.87 23.07 44.05 42.87 46.33 6.558 82.68542 -1.20764 
4 12675 14.86 23.07 45.07 43.18 46.93 6.558 84.03241 0.139354 
5 12835 14.87 23.05 44.3 43.02 46.51 6.558 89.33652 5.443463 
6 12996 14.87 23.03 45.38 43.14 46.78 6.558 82.58879 -1.30427 
7 13157 14.86 22.99 44.53 43.14 46.68 6.558 71.29067 -12.6024 
8 13318 14.86 22.95 45.14 42.92 46.32 6.558 79.57029 -4.32277 
9 13479 14.87 22.9 44.74 43.24 46.83 6.558 69.3854 -14.5077 
10 13639 14.85 22.84 44.18 42.89 46.15 6.558 80.11882 -3.77424 
11 13800 14.87 22.78 44.94 43.3 46.92 6.558 79.32419 -4.56887 
12 13961 14.86 22.71 44.18 43 46.3 6.558 79.64448 -4.24858 
13 14121 14.88 22.64 45.15 43.3 46.93 6.558 94.45001 10.55695 
14 14282 14.85 22.58 44.35 43.08 46.47 6.558 78.63773 -5.25533 
15 14443 14.85 22.51 45.39 43.21 46.8 6.558 93.46878 9.57572 
16 14603 14.85 22.45 44.51 43.15 46.61 6.558 83.54709 -0.34597 
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17 14764 14.83 22.38 45.51 43.24 46.84 6.558 93.15173 9.258674 
18 14925 14.84 22.3 44.62 43.21 46.73 6.558 90.04398 6.150921 
19 15085 14.83 22.22 45.13 42.95 46.32 6.558 91.82756 7.934504 
20 15247 14.86 22.14 44.75 43.24 46.81 6.558 77.36701 -6.52605 
21 15407 14.81 22.06 44.99 42.95 46.33 6.558 77.18287 -6.71019 
22 15568 14.84 21.99 44.8 43.29 46.91 6.558 90.74457 6.851507 
23 15874 14.8 21.83 45.07 43.29 46.96 6.558 82.10128 -1.79178 
24 22572 14.65 19.33 44.64 42.55 46.33 6.558 88.63764 4.744581 
25 22733 14.67 19.28 44.58 42.86 46.89 6.558 85.44725 1.55419 
26 22894 14.65 19.23 45.05 42.61 46.48 6.558 96.94305 13.04999 
27 23054 14.67 19.19 44.79 43 47.14 6.558 82.01316 -1.8799 
28 23215 14.65 19.16 44.08 42.59 46.35 6.558 87.04733 3.154273 
Sol106 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 17558 14.06 16.58 44.92 42.23 46.52 6.932 89.78309 -2.50446 
2 17719 14.07 16.56 44.16 42.34 46.77 7.072 79.02951 -13.258 
3 17879 14.07 16.51 44.97 42.55 47.09 7.052 99.72478 7.43723 
4 18041 14.06 16.49 43.91 42.3 46.58 7.002 88.95635 -3.3312 
5 18201 14.05 16.48 44.72 42.51 47.02 7.052 87.42899 -4.85856 
6 18362 14.08 16.46 44.08 42.18 46.4 6.972 101.8558 9.568269 
7 18523 14.07 16.45 44.43 42.49 46.99 7.122 86.93041 -5.35714 
8 18683 14.05 16.44 45.26 42.41 46.87 6.962 81.70218 -10.5854 
9 18844 14.07 16.43 44.15 42.42 46.82 7.072 98.59034 6.302794 
10 19005 14.06 16.42 45.01 42.46 46.95 6.962 85.22281 -7.06474 
11 19165 14.06 16.42 43.94 42.29 46.6 7.002 90.30474 -1.98281 
12 19326 14.08 16.41 44.7 42.56 47.17 7.132 98.63445 6.346905 
13 19487 14.08 16.42 43.72 42.15 46.39 6.932 111.1797 18.89219 
14 19647 14.13 16.41 44.47 42.49 46.98 7.092 97.42717 5.139618 
15 19809 14.06 16.4 45 42.26 46.63 6.962 95.27248 2.984929 
16 19969 14.07 16.4 44.2 42.41 46.85 7.082 96.76998 4.48243 
17 20130 14.05 16.41 45.08 42.34 46.77 6.912 94.29407 2.006516 
18 20291 14.05 16.41 43.97 42.28 46.63 6.992 102.6842 10.39661 
19 20451 14.07 16.41 45.23 42.42 46.96 6.942 88.54785 -3.7397 
20 20612 14.06 16.41 44.12 42.38 46.79 7.062 95.92603 3.638481 
21 20773 14.06 16.41 44.87 42.57 47.16 7.092 86.97158 -5.31597 
22 20933 14.06 16.41 43.84 42.26 46.54 6.972 98.79886 6.511306 
23 21094 14.06 16.41 44.61 42.49 47.02 7.082 84.27955 -8.008 
24 21255 14.06 16.41 44.4 42.16 46.43 6.942 101.9578 9.670247 
25 21416 14.07 16.4 44.33 42.45 46.93 7.102 88.03032 -4.25723 
26 21577 14.06 16.4 44.82 42.17 46.48 6.882 87.00388 -5.28367 
Sol106 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 12512 14.07 16.52 43.62 42.01 46.52 7.015 73.72393 -18.5636 
36 
 
2 12673 14.07 16.6 44.77 42.46 47.31 7.015 88.29278 -3.99477 
3 12833 14.07 16.65 43.77 42.17 46.64 7.015 90.05381 -2.23374 
4 12994 14.08 16.69 44.61 42.45 47.15 7.015 98.52705 6.2395 
5 13155 14.07 16.71 43.64 42.11 46.44 7.015 91.3843 -0.90325 
6 13315 14.11 16.72 44.45 42.42 47.03 7.015 105.0055 12.71792 
7 13476 14.09 16.73 44.03 42.05 46.3 7.015 88.88768 -3.39987 
8 13637 14.08 16.73 44.29 42.38 46.91 7.015 85.33829 -6.94926 
9 13798 14.07 16.73 44.56 42.07 46.35 7.015 90.9739 -1.31365 
10 13959 14.08 16.73 44.15 42.33 46.78 7.015 97.11357 4.826016 
11 14119 14.06 16.72 45.11 42.19 46.56 7.015 96.23221 3.94466 
12 14280 14.08 16.72 44.01 42.28 46.65 7.015 93.53963 1.252085 
13 14441 14.07 16.71 44.84 42.5 47.07 7.015 81.96601 -10.3215 
14 14602 14.11 16.71 43.82 42.23 46.5 7.015 83.96638 -8.32117 
15 14762 14.09 16.71 44.63 42.49 47.05 7.015 105.3195 13.03194 
16 14923 14.08 16.71 43.65 42.13 46.32 7.015 86.05727 -6.23028 
17 15084 14.09 16.71 44.46 42.44 46.93 7.015 100.2554 7.96783 
18 15245 14.07 16.7 44.9 42.22 46.55 7.015 100.8997 8.612148 
19 15405 14.1 16.7 44.24 42.44 46.86 7.015 92.69327 0.405721 
20 15566 14.06 16.69 45.14 42.34 46.74 7.015 100.395 8.107438 
21 15727 14.1 16.68 44.04 42.34 46.68 7.015 89.48796 -2.79959 
22 15887 14.07 16.67 44.94 42.41 46.87 7.015 93.35371 1.066156 
23 16048 14.08 16.65 43.87 42.24 46.51 7.015 112.0794 19.79183 
24 22476 14.06 16.42 44.79 42.16 46.46 7.015 81.66766 -10.6199 
25 22637 14.1 16.4 44.1 42.32 46.73 7.015 89.55833 -2.72922 
26 22797 14.1 16.39 44.9 42.48 47.01 7.015 87.02799 -5.25956 
27 22958 14.07 16.36 43.83 42.22 46.53 7.015 98.64219 6.35464 
28 23119 14.08 16.34 44.56 42.51 47.07 7.015 82.82373 -9.46382 
29 23279 14.07 16.31 43.88 42.09 46.3 7.015 91.073 -1.21455 
Sol292 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 17416 12.46 17.15 44.83 42.67 47.11 7.292 96.76794 -13.1652 
2 17577 12.44 17.15 44.18 42.35 46.48 7.122 101.7995 -8.13364 
3 17738 12.44 17.19 44.53 42.63 47.05 7.342 88.46887 -21.4643 
4 17898 12.46 17.18 44.58 42.29 46.42 7.112 111.4216 1.488405 
5 18059 12.45 17.17 44.3 42.53 46.84 7.292 107.8867 -2.04645 
6 18220 12.44 17.14 45.11 42.59 46.99 7.182 107.393 -2.54019 
7 18380 12.45 17.1 44.04 42.44 46.65 7.212 99.99757 -9.93558 
8 18541 12.5 17.04 44.84 42.59 46.96 7.202 119.321 9.3878 
9 18702 12.43 16.98 43.83 42.29 46.42 7.152 111.2752 1.342021 
10 18862 12.44 16.92 44.53 42.58 46.97 7.312 117.5766 7.643471 
11 19023 12.44 16.85 45 42.36 46.6 7.142 103.6145 -6.31865 
12 19184 12.43 16.8 44.23 42.5 46.81 7.262 118.9729 9.039723 
13 19344 12.43 16.76 45 42.63 47.08 7.222 113.713 3.779828 
37 
 
14 19505 12.41 16.72 43.95 42.37 46.58 7.182 117.581 7.647871 
15 19666 12.43 16.7 45.11 42.68 47.2 7.272 112.8337 2.900532 
16 19826 12.44 16.68 43.98 42.44 46.7 7.232 118.1863 8.253178 
17 19987 12.42 16.66 44.82 42.59 47.03 7.222 104.3821 -5.55102 
18 20148 12.41 16.64 43.89 42.27 46.53 7.152 112.086 2.152864 
19 20308 12.45 16.63 44.85 42.72 47.29 7.392 120.2703 10.33719 
20 20469 12.43 16.62 43.85 42.34 46.52 7.152 131.5083 21.57513 
21 20630 12.43 16.6 44.51 42.59 47.03 7.302 112.0479 2.114744 
22 20790 12.43 16.59 44.03 42.17 46.27 7.092 105.9282 -4.00495 
23 20951 12.43 16.59 44.71 42.65 47.19 7.362 105.2734 -4.65976 
24 21111 12.43 16.59 43.92 42.25 46.4 7.152 115.7771 5.843952 
25 21272 12.43 16.58 44.79 42.7 47.26 7.372 108.3582 -1.57492 
Sol292 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 12372 12.41 17.13 44.57 42.49 47.25 7.229 110.2908 0.357647 
2 12533 12.41 17.2 43.86 42.13 46.47 7.229 107.7875 -2.14566 
3 12693 12.45 17.25 44.4 42.47 47.05 7.229 97.62357 -12.3096 
4 12854 12.44 17.28 44.36 42.13 46.39 7.229 110.2016 0.268405 
5 13014 12.42 17.3 44.57 42.61 47.19 7.229 100.8571 -9.07601 
6 13176 12.44 17.32 44.25 42.23 46.44 7.229 113.2934 3.360294 
7 13336 12.46 17.34 44.38 42.54 46.98 7.229 97.56478 -12.3684 
8 13497 12.47 17.3 44.73 42.25 46.47 7.229 114.7462 4.813009 
9 13658 12.46 17.36 44.21 42.46 46.8 7.229 104.6422 -5.29093 
10 13818 12.46 17.42 45.04 42.6 47.06 7.229 105.3439 -4.58926 
11 13979 12.47 17.35 44 42.42 46.64 7.229 114.5773 4.644116 
12 14140 12.47 17.32 45.17 42.7 47.21 7.229 109.9898 0.056694 
13 14300 12.47 17.29 44.13 42.52 46.77 7.229 116.1044 6.171202 
14 14461 12.45 17.25 44.94 42.66 47.09 7.229 105.533 -4.40012 
15 14622 12.5 17.2 43.93 42.39 46.55 7.229 118.465 8.531816 
16 14782 12.46 17.14 45.08 42.73 47.24 7.229 110.2832 0.350048 
17 14943 12.47 17.09 44.05 42.48 46.69 7.229 111.9352 2.002023 
18 15103 12.46 17.04 44.83 42.66 47.07 7.229 112.2417 2.308552 
19 15264 12.46 17 44.11 42.34 46.46 7.229 100.3607 -9.57247 
20 15425 12.47 16.97 44.55 42.64 47.04 7.229 110.604 0.670833 
21 15586 12.46 16.96 44.52 42.28 46.4 7.229 123.3894 13.45628 
22 15746 12.48 16.94 44.32 42.53 46.86 7.229 107.5007 -2.43243 
23 22175 12.45 16.64 45.01 42.73 47.33 7.229 108.0585 -1.87467 
24 22335 12.45 16.63 43.97 42.42 46.67 7.229 114.2711 4.337924 
25 22496 12.44 16.64 44.7 42.61 47.08 7.229 111.0682 1.13502 
26 22657 12.43 16.66 44.35 42.26 46.46 7.229 112.1906 2.257421 
27 22817 12.44 16.68 44.39 42.54 46.94 7.229 119.9849 10.05178 
28 22978 12.44 16.7 45.18 42.51 46.95 7.229 109.2195 -0.7137 
Sol306 Full:       
38 
 
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 3045 2.83 14.32 44.01 42.11 48.23 6.522 3.815164 0.882994 
2 3206 2.84 14.4 44.96 42.36 48.42 6.462 7.34974 4.41757 
3 3367 2.87 14.44 43.47 42.06 47.59 6.412 20.85264 17.92047 
4 3527 2.87 14.48 44.5 42.47 48.22 6.602 16.35376 13.42159 
5 3688 2.89 14.52 44.67 42.15 47.5 6.342 -3.06665 -5.99882 
6 3848 2.89 14.55 44.08 42.43 47.84 6.612 -2.54729 -5.47946 
7 4009 2.89 14.58 45.21 42.55 48.01 6.482 7.940311 5.008141 
8 4170 2.93 14.61 43.72 42.33 47.44 6.512 3.422185 0.490015 
9 4330 2.93 14.64 44.69 42.68 48.05 6.682 11.13514 8.202975 
10 4491 2.95 14.67 44.64 42.31 47.3 6.452 4.758878 1.826708 
11 4652 2.96 14.7 44.28 42.62 47.78 6.692 9.257345 6.325175 
12 4812 2.95 14.73 45.37 42.67 47.86 6.542 14.87495 11.94278 
13 4973 2.98 14.75 43.91 42.5 47.42 6.592 15.71087 12.7787 
14 5134 2.97 14.79 44.88 42.82 48.01 6.732 15.59188 12.65971 
15 5294 2.99 14.82 44.62 42.43 47.26 6.552 12.66532 9.733147 
16 5455 2.98 14.87 44.47 42.77 47.82 6.772 5.882562 2.950392 
17 5615 3 14.99 45.49 42.75 47.8 6.592 5.412557 2.480387 
18 5776 3.03 15.02 44.08 42.64 47.48 6.672 13.24316 10.31099 
19 5937 3.02 15.09 44.56 42.75 47.7 6.692 8.598874 5.666704 
20 6097 3.02 15.13 45.07 42.48 47.27 6.382 12.00407 9.071903 
21 6258 3.03 15.16 44.26 42.69 47.55 6.722 1.61431 -1.31786 
22 6419 3.02 15.19 45.29 42.87 47.9 6.682 -4.38101 -7.31318 
23 6579 3.04 15.2 43.91 42.51 47.26 6.622 12.60968 9.677507 
24 6740 3.04 15.24 45.03 42.85 47.83 6.702 15.98493 13.05276 
Sol306 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 9101 3.04 15.91 44.96 42.69 47.28 6.584 10.29446 7.362286 
2 9261 3.06 15.89 43.77 42.45 46.76 6.584 1.363006 -1.56916 
3 9422 3.06 15.86 44.46 42.67 47.21 6.584 -2.92177 -5.85394 
4 9583 3.06 15.83 44.39 42.29 46.55 6.584 17.63237 14.7002 
5 9743 3.06 15.8 44.44 42.73 47.33 6.584 -4.9655 -7.89767 
6 9904 3.05 15.76 45.03 42.49 46.9 6.584 5.60066 2.66849 
7 10065 3.06 15.72 43.94 42.52 46.93 6.584 8.789412 5.857242 
8 10225 3.05 15.68 44.58 42.73 47.35 6.584 0.318399 -2.61377 
9 10386 3.04 15.65 45.18 42.56 47.07 6.584 8.240147 5.307977 
10 10546 3.05 15.61 44.03 42.58 47.14 6.584 -11.2075 -14.1397 
11 10707 3.08 15.59 45.19 42.77 47.5 6.584 9.844905 6.912735 
12 10868 3.04 15.58 43.92 42.55 47.01 6.584 1.912447 -1.01972 
13 11028 3.04 15.57 45.03 42.86 47.64 6.584 8.372391 5.440221 
14 11189 3.05 15.58 43.79 42.5 46.92 6.584 4.560537 1.628367 
15 11350 3.04 15.6 44.42 42.69 47.33 6.584 -6.72762 -9.65979 
16 11510 3.03 15.62 45.39 42.62 47.24 6.584 4.352027 1.419857 
39 
 
17 11671 3.04 15.64 44.21 42.7 47.31 6.584 -5.61156 -8.54373 
Sol313 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 17557 3.18 16.94 44.58 43.03 46.86 7.352 3.346288 2.001868 
2 17718 3.18 16.98 45.38 42.97 46.79 7.212 8.582943 7.238523 
3 17879 3.21 17.03 44.32 42.95 46.69 7.382 1.73746 0.39304 
4 18039 3.19 17.09 45.12 43.01 46.83 7.212 5.93089 4.58647 
5 18200 3.2 17.12 44.1 42.82 46.46 7.222 7.039234 5.694814 
6 18361 3.19 17.14 44.81 43.08 46.96 7.352 -6.24634 -7.59076 
7 18521 3.19 17.15 43.95 42.7 46.23 7.172 -3.51292 -4.85734 
8 18682 3.19 17.16 44.62 43 46.76 7.322 1.170393 -0.17403 
9 18843 3.19 17.16 45.27 42.83 46.54 7.172 -12.3959 -13.7403 
10 19004 3.2 17.16 44.36 42.96 46.7 7.302 4.001516 2.657096 
11 19164 3.19 17.14 45.23 42.92 46.7 7.152 -11.4434 -12.7879 
12 19325 3.21 17.11 44.17 42.85 46.52 7.242 0.800171 -0.54425 
13 19486 3.19 17.08 44.93 43.09 46.98 7.322 -8.56252 -9.90694 
14 19647 3.2 17.04 43.95 42.75 46.32 7.172 17.14424 15.79982 
15 19807 3.18 17 44.71 43.02 46.88 7.312 3.947851 2.603431 
16 19968 3.19 16.96 44.93 42.76 46.41 7.172 -1.1526 -2.49702 
17 20129 3.21 16.92 44.46 42.99 46.78 7.332 8.995767 7.651347 
18 20289 3.19 16.89 45.25 43.1 46.99 7.242 13.58355 12.23913 
19 20450 3.22 16.84 44.21 42.97 46.6 7.252 20.54244 19.19802 
20 20611 3.18 16.83 45.01 43.07 46.95 7.262 8.387115 7.042695 
21 20772 3.19 16.79 44.13 42.78 46.41 7.272 3.513235 2.168815 
22 20932 3.19 16.76 44.73 43.09 47 7.452 1.953025 0.608605 
23 21094 3.19 16.73 44.5 42.7 46.28 7.142 6.360597 5.016177 
24 21254 3.19 16.69 44.51 42.99 46.8 7.312 10.01802 8.673602 
25 21415 3.19 16.65 44.95 42.7 46.34 7.102 4.986781 3.642361 
26 21576 3.19 16.61 44.33 42.87 46.61 7.252 1.734795 0.390375 
Sol313 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 12832 3.18 16.51 44.87 42.6 46.52 7.257 -0.7421 -2.08652 
2 12993 3.19 16.6 44.32 42.82 46.84 7.257 3.720919 2.376499 
3 13154 3.18 16.69 45.12 42.97 47.07 7.257 19.48798 18.14356 
4 13314 3.2 16.8 44.11 42.78 46.64 7.257 3.442056 2.097636 
5 13475 3.19 16.9 44.91 42.98 47.01 7.257 -4.62418 -5.9686 
6 13636 3.21 16.98 44.13 42.69 46.42 7.257 21.11955 19.77513 
7 13796 3.2 17.05 44.66 43.03 47 7.257 -0.01354 -1.35796 
8 13957 3.19 17.09 44.57 42.67 46.34 7.257 -3.32243 -4.66685 
9 14118 3.23 17.12 44.47 42.99 46.83 7.257 4.761399 3.416979 
10 14279 3.21 17.14 45.05 42.72 46.42 7.257 -0.48184 -1.82626 
11 14440 3.21 17.15 44.31 42.88 46.67 7.257 -1.26126 -2.60568 
12 14600 3.2 17.17 45.13 43.06 47 7.257 -7.39677 -8.74119 
40 
 
13 14761 3.21 17.17 44.14 42.84 46.45 7.257 0.199528 -1.14489 
14 14922 3.2 17.16 44.93 43.07 46.97 7.257 -0.08164 -1.42606 
15 15082 3.21 17.15 44.35 42.76 46.38 7.257 0.192271 -1.15215 
16 15243 3.21 17.14 44.69 43.1 46.98 7.257 -1.07048 -2.4149 
17 15404 3.22 17.11 44.83 42.77 46.39 7.257 -6.85488 -8.1993 
18 15565 3.18 17.09 44.51 43.04 46.83 7.257 -15.0198 -16.3642 
19 15726 3.2 17.06 45.24 42.84 46.54 7.257 1.0685 -0.27592 
20 15886 3.2 17.01 44.35 42.95 46.69 7.257 1.668028 0.323608 
21 16047 3.19 17 45.14 43.14 47.06 7.257 -1.05834 -2.40276 
22 17557 3.18 16.94 44.58 43.03 46.86 7.257 4.550112 3.205692 
23 22469 3.2 16.5 44.03 42.76 46.43 7.257 6.146927 4.802507 
24 22630 3.19 16.45 44.82 42.95 46.85 7.257 1.81682 0.4724 
25 22791 3.19 16.41 44.17 42.62 46.25 7.257 5.711335 4.366915 
26 22952 3.19 16.37 44.55 42.94 46.84 7.257 1.134143 -0.21028 
27 23112 3.17 16.34 45.35 42.84 46.7 7.257 5.258879 3.914459 
28 23273 3.19 16.31 44.31 42.87 46.62 7.257 -0.70735 -2.05177 
Sol466 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 15709 5.311 16.0123 43.92057 42.61845 46.42974 7.6587 28.30752 7.934239 
2 16019 5.3141 16.09998 44.0702 42.50471 46.24944 7.6277 28.44428 8.070997 
3 16179 5.3172 16.11435 44.82478 42.96845 47.11537 7.854 17.76879 -2.60449 
4 16343 5.3203 16.12872 43.99538 42.56896 46.33775 7.6401 33.35084 12.97756 
5 16508 5.3172 16.13447 44.54899 42.85192 46.89182 7.7734 28.26643 7.893146 
6 16672 5.3048 16.13447 45.35021 42.75901 46.75991 7.6277 35.82834 15.45506 
7 16837 5.3141 16.12297 44.26077 42.77558 46.70653 7.7176 37.62974 17.25646 
8 17001 5.2955 16.10142 45.05384 42.84362 46.89003 7.6556 23.93667 3.563393 
9 17166 5.3079 16.07555 44.00218 42.62175 46.45275 7.6494 32.98423 12.61095 
10 17330 5.3079 16.04105 45.18012 42.94178 47.10104 7.7455 22.56205 2.188769 
11 17495 5.3265 15.99792 44.11782 42.70934 46.59104 7.6959 31.59868 11.2254 
12 17805 5.3141 15.94616 44.27099 42.81539 46.75279 7.7331 45.04141 24.66813 
13 17969 5.2924 15.91164 45.43375 42.98347 47.12613 7.6928 19.93991 -0.43337 
14 18129 5.311 15.8915 44.35787 42.87353 46.84722 7.7455 29.32337 8.95009 
15 18293 5.2986 15.87567 45.28245 42.67792 46.59281 7.5564 29.57614 9.202861 
16 18458 5.3079 15.87711 44.47727 42.88517 46.91502 7.7734 13.43971 -6.93357 
17 18622 5.2831 15.88287 45.35717 42.72423 46.67986 7.575 26.5934 6.220125 
18 18787 5.2986 15.89725 44.53362 42.93178 46.9847 7.7889 11.44899 -8.92429 
19 18951 5.2986 15.91308 45.36761 42.75735 46.71898 7.5936 22.77721 2.403928 
20 19116 5.3203 15.95191 44.54387 42.95011 47.00258 7.7982 26.12028 5.747001 
21 19280 5.2955 16.07268 45.26856 42.7557 46.70653 7.5843 22.92588 2.552596 
22 19584 5.3017 16.15745 45.28939 42.66635 46.59637 7.5378 18.46465 -1.90863 
23 19749 5.3048 16.22496 44.47897 42.88517 46.91324 7.7517 33.41192 13.03864 
24 19913 5.2955 16.27378 45.38327 42.74576 46.69942 7.575 9.675543 -10.6977 
25 20078 5.3141 16.30967 44.53703 42.94344 46.99364 7.8013 16.98204 -3.39124 
41 
 
Sol466 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 10603 5.2707 15.51416 44.03619 42.4126 46.72788 7.686 22.94446 2.57118 
2 10767 5.2769 15.6093 44.88322 42.60195 47.01331 7.686 26.03333 5.660045 
3 10927 5.2707 15.66837 43.85429 42.41096 46.54313 7.686 23.42095 3.047668 
4 11091 5.2769 15.70582 44.68585 42.64982 46.97219 7.686 15.64116 -4.73212 
5 11250 5.3172 15.71878 44.0617 42.35676 46.35543 7.686 11.09059 -9.28269 
6 11410 5.2924 15.72166 44.47556 42.71099 46.96682 7.686 13.48295 -6.89033 
7 11574 5.2986 15.71734 44.61396 42.38632 46.3519 7.686 29.55567 9.182386 
8 11739 5.2831 15.70726 44.26588 42.65148 46.77594 7.686 24.02075 3.647475 
9 11903 5.2862 15.69286 45.14029 42.536 46.59992 7.686 15.10421 -5.26907 
10 12068 5.3017 15.67846 44.05319 42.55413 46.5662 7.686 13.42484 -6.94844 
11 12232 5.28 15.66261 44.8368 42.80212 47.02762 7.686 23.63699 3.263714 
12 12397 5.3048 15.64676 43.82031 42.47673 46.35366 7.686 18.59094 -1.78234 
13 12561 5.2986 15.6338 44.58831 42.76067 46.92038 7.686 32.88347 12.51019 
14 12725 5.3017 15.61506 44.13313 42.36661 46.17711 7.686 20.20541 -0.16787 
15 12890 5.2893 15.59777 44.37151 42.68949 46.77238 7.686 18.86326 -1.51002 
16 13054 5.2831 15.58048 45.21998 42.70603 46.83296 7.686 17.0419 -3.33138 
17 13219 5.2955 15.57471 44.11102 42.63331 46.61057 7.686 20.94208 0.568802 
18 13383 5.2893 15.56318 44.91074 42.76895 46.91145 7.686 24.25814 3.884864 
19 13543 5.2986 15.55165 43.90358 42.51459 46.40142 7.686 25.37435 5.001068 
20 13707 5.2924 15.53435 44.6208 42.82867 47.06342 7.686 25.03901 4.66573 
21 13866 5.2893 15.52569 44.23013 42.4389 46.2565 7.686 14.53637 -5.83691 
22 14030 5.3017 15.51704 44.43972 42.75073 46.84009 7.686 33.22836 12.85508 
23 21158 5.3017 16.36994 43.87468 42.61515 46.44036 7.686 3.038 -17.3353 
24 21322 5.2862 16.32976 45.00896 42.97012 47.17994 7.686 28.96963 8.59635 
25 21486 5.2955 16.25368 43.99708 42.72423 46.47046 7.686 8.339099 -12.0342 
26 21651 5.2986 16.20342 44.70812 42.94011 46.9847 7.686 20.46948 0.096204 
27 21815 5.2955 16.1632 44.23694 42.53435 46.24944 7.686 19.94311 -0.43017 
Sol474 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 15524 5.2831 16.05543 45.20611 42.80709 46.79197 7.5471 19.90683 -0.1882 
2 15688 5.2831 16.02668 44.12633 42.70272 46.5591 7.6029 34.93569 14.84066 
3 15852 5.2831 16.01086 45.35021 42.90514 47.0151 7.5998 19.53168 -0.56335 
4 16012 5.28 15.97204 44.28802 42.80709 46.74211 7.6618 42.00423 21.9092 
5 16322 5.2831 15.99074 44.08721 42.69776 46.63188 7.5936 43.31711 23.22208 
6 16486 5.2676 15.96773 45.30329 42.91845 47.02941 7.5998 30.05844 9.963411 
7 16651 5.2955 15.94328 44.22332 42.77061 46.68697 7.6308 25.3376 5.242573 
8 16815 5.2893 15.92171 44.94173 42.88351 46.94002 7.5998 12.11733 -7.9777 
9 16979 5.2831 15.89869 43.92737 42.5871 46.38019 7.5347 31.74783 11.6528 
10 17144 5.28 15.87423 45.09531 42.95845 47.12254 7.6649 29.14913 9.054103 
11 17308 5.2986 15.85409 44.0583 42.67792 46.53427 7.5812 33.21957 13.12454 
12 17472 5.2924 15.83395 45.14375 43.02522 47.20866 7.6866 30.9649 10.86987 
42 
 
13 17632 5.2955 15.81812 44.13483 42.74079 46.6301 7.5936 25.74058 5.645545 
14 17796 5.2955 15.80804 44.84024 42.92179 47.00795 7.6432 19.2979 -0.79713 
15 17955 5.2986 15.79509 43.87638 42.56896 46.34306 7.5037 25.61572 5.520693 
16 18119 5.2893 15.78501 44.98309 42.97679 47.15482 7.6959 28.07835 7.983324 
17 18284 5.2955 15.78069 43.96988 42.63496 46.46161 7.5409 23.08255 2.987517 
18 18448 5.2924 15.78213 44.65332 42.86356 46.92931 7.6525 24.43321 4.338177 
19 18612 5.2862 15.78789 44.0753 42.44712 46.17887 7.482 17.52055 -2.57448 
20 18771 5.2707 15.78789 44.81276 42.93511 47.09208 7.7114 28.79869 8.703662 
21 18936 5.2986 15.74182 44.03109 42.54259 46.32185 7.5316 31.72407 11.62904 
22 19100 5.2986 15.8138 44.85055 42.9818 47.14585 7.73 17.11821 -2.97682 
23 19264 5.2893 15.85121 44.03789 42.5838 46.36427 7.5347 19.2237 -0.87133 
24 19429 5.2986 15.90301 44.88838 43.01686 47.18891 7.73 27.71287 7.617844 
25 19593 5.3017 15.95191 44.04129 42.61515 46.40142 7.5409 32.28536 12.19033 
26 19758 5.2924 15.95479 44.92624 43.0503 47.22123 7.7331 28.47158 8.376552 
Sol474 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 10609 5.3017 15.35688 45.04693 42.597 47.09387 7.613 20.31876 0.223733 
2 10773 5.3172 15.47666 43.95797 42.46357 46.6923 7.613 18.31722 -1.77781 
3 10938 5.3048 15.58624 45.16453 42.72423 47.15661 7.613 14.84457 -5.25046 
4 11097 5.3978 15.68278 44.10762 42.6036 46.78841 7.613 9.50554 -10.5895 
5 11261 5.2955 15.78357 45.28071 42.80046 47.15482 7.613 21.3261 1.231072 
6 11420 5.3079 15.86848 44.21311 42.70603 46.85079 7.613 17.04259 -3.05244 
7 11585 5.2769 15.94328 44.95896 42.78387 46.99543 7.613 26.70237 6.607344 
8 11744 5.2955 15.99074 43.94437 42.55907 46.5254 7.613 38.97767 18.88264 
9 11908 5.2862 16.0468 44.97792 42.96678 47.26616 7.613 14.53356 -5.56147 
10 12218 5.2769 16.18044 45.30676 42.82701 46.9847 7.613 14.47054 -5.62449 
11 12378 5.2831 16.22783 44.23864 42.75404 46.7617 7.613 37.49272 17.39769 
12 12542 5.2645 16.26517 45.41808 42.87353 47.01868 7.613 20.51183 0.416803 
13 12707 5.2831 16.27378 44.30846 42.82369 46.82048 7.613 19.26225 -0.83278 
14 12871 5.2893 16.2824 45.05211 42.87353 46.94181 7.613 18.25512 -1.83991 
15 13035 5.3079 16.28096 44.00898 42.64817 46.48641 7.613 23.35 3.254969 
16 13199 5.2893 16.27809 45.20264 42.94844 47.11 7.613 18.29715 -1.79788 
17 13364 5.2955 16.27235 44.14504 42.74245 46.6301 7.613 12.41914 -7.67589 
18 13528 5.2924 16.26804 45.26508 43.03358 47.19968 7.613 8.79226 -11.3028 
19 13693 5.2955 16.25942 44.2097 42.80875 46.7012 7.613 17.26117 -2.83386 
20 13852 5.2676 16.23645 45.45292 42.82037 46.83296 7.613 6.404321 -13.6907 
21 14016 5.2831 16.21491 44.38344 42.86688 46.83117 7.613 20.44452 0.349489 
22 20837 5.3141 16.53773 44.52678 42.95011 46.96325 7.613 26.0597 5.964671 
23 21001 5.3699 16.57212 44.52849 42.55578 46.24414 7.613 24.69647 4.601438 
24 21166 5.3079 16.57212 44.67557 42.96845 47.02404 7.613 32.26013 12.1651 
25 21330 5.2955 16.56926 44.62251 42.6069 46.35897 7.613 20.98654 0.891509 
26 21495 5.3141 16.55493 44.75955 43.04027 47.11896 7.613 19.93859 -0.15644 
Sol504 Full:       
43 
 
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 14074 5.4133 16.27091 44.50117 42.88018 46.84365 7.6897 25.58666 2.902566 
2 14239 5.4102 16.20055 44.92107 42.5937 46.36958 7.4913 11.46481 -11.2193 
3 14403 5.3172 16.14309 44.61054 42.93344 46.97934 7.7455 29.26331 6.579217 
4 14568 5.3854 16.09998 44.97964 42.66139 46.46515 7.5037 25.15922 2.475131 
5 14732 5.3854 16.07268 44.33402 42.82037 46.72788 7.6432 30.76541 8.081324 
6 14897 5.3792 16.0813 45.4355 42.75901 46.69764 7.5037 31.47654 8.79245 
7 15056 5.3668 16.10573 44.47385 42.90181 46.88825 7.6928 26.68292 3.998829 
8 15220 5.3823 16.1474 45.43201 42.7905 46.72432 7.5161 16.97346 -5.71063 
9 15380 5.3761 16.17613 44.54558 42.96512 46.96682 7.7052 30.40926 7.725167 
10 15544 5.3761 16.18618 45.37631 42.79382 46.6923 7.513 28.18483 5.50074 
11 15709 5.3916 16.18618 44.57805 43.0035 47.00437 7.7176 37.89604 15.21195 
12 15873 5.3792 16.18331 45.35717 42.81871 46.71898 7.5161 30.62005 7.935963 
13 16032 5.3823 16.17469 44.34254 42.86854 46.76704 7.6246 41.00506 18.32097 
14 16192 5.2366 16.16176 45.21824 42.82867 46.81335 7.5068 40.50287 17.81878 
15 16356 5.3761 16.14452 44.13824 42.73913 46.56087 7.5781 34.50312 11.81903 
16 16521 5.3761 16.12441 45.30329 42.95678 47.04194 7.5874 31.17277 8.48868 
17 16680 5.3916 16.11004 44.25907 42.81871 46.70297 7.6184 21.3753 -1.30879 
18 16844 5.373 16.08417 45.03485 42.92345 46.94538 7.5657 29.5489 6.864814 
19 17004 5.3792 16.05687 44.02769 42.67957 46.46869 7.5347 29.85367 7.169578 
20 17168 5.3761 16.02668 45.19224 42.99682 47.12075 7.6308 30.01755 7.333462 
21 17333 5.3792 15.98498 44.13654 42.75238 46.59814 7.575 42.36706 19.68297 
22 17643 5.3792 15.97204 43.99198 42.6102 46.43682 7.5192 34.84183 12.15774 
23 17807 5.3761 15.9102 45.10223 43.0035 47.14226 7.6959 24.32199 1.637901 
24 17971 5.3761 15.88718 44.0719 42.71761 46.53959 7.5502 25.28739 2.603301 
25 18136 5.3885 15.86848 44.81447 42.92845 46.98649 7.637 30.61271 7.928617 
Sol504 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 10613 5.3482 15.63668 43.65055 42.3026 46.41558 7.594 31.63759 8.953496 
2 10777 5.3544 15.71014 44.41925 42.60525 46.93288 7.594 21.31742 -1.36667 
3 10942 5.3482 15.7303 44.94173 42.42082 46.55732 7.594 21.14177 -1.54232 
4 11101 5.3265 15.7663 44.21311 42.6201 46.81335 7.594 6.24349 -16.4406 
5 11265 5.3482 15.77925 45.34152 42.5904 46.76704 7.594 26.91865 4.234558 
6 11425 5.3544 15.77925 44.34765 42.75073 46.93109 7.594 23.70877 1.024675 
7 11589 5.3451 15.78789 45.20958 42.64157 46.74211 7.594 28.16617 5.482076 
8 11748 5.3761 15.80084 44.15355 42.65974 46.6923 7.594 26.14193 3.457836 
9 11913 5.3606 15.85265 45.01068 42.7292 46.85614 7.594 21.2061 -1.47799 
10 12072 5.3761 15.92027 43.98178 42.56896 46.50058 7.594 7.214975 -15.4691 
11 12231 5.3575 15.99649 44.75098 42.85358 47.02404 7.594 26.96003 4.275938 
12 12395 5.3978 16.08561 43.86618 42.48825 46.28475 7.594 27.56261 4.878516 
13 19039 5.3854 15.85265 45.3085 42.93844 47.05268 7.594 27.20582 4.521725 
14 19204 5.3637 15.81812 44.22502 42.78221 46.69942 7.594 20.70492 -1.97917 
15 19368 5.3823 15.77637 44.96758 42.90014 47.02226 7.594 28.64022 5.956133 
44 
 
16 19533 5.404 15.74182 43.95797 42.61845 46.4262 7.594 22.29739 -0.3867 
17 19698 5.3854 15.71446 45.10569 42.97679 47.14406 7.594 30.07966 7.395573 
18 19862 5.3823 15.68566 44.0702 42.69941 46.5662 7.594 17.68464 -4.99945 
19 20026 5.3637 15.65397 45.30502 42.86522 46.98291 7.594 28.00447 5.320382 
20 20185 5.3978 15.61939 44.24034 42.76398 46.71898 7.594 13.60451 -9.07958 
21 20350 5.3761 15.6093 45.40067 42.87187 47.04552 7.594 17.45912 -5.22497 
22 20509 5.3916 15.57183 44.32209 42.82203 46.81691 7.594 19.56566 -3.11843 
23 20673 5.3792 15.54011 45.15933 42.60525 46.49172 7.594 19.8017 -2.88239 
24 20838 5.3947 15.53146 44.47727 42.85691 46.92395 7.594 30.37542 7.691333 
25 21002 5.4691 15.50551 45.23212 42.68949 46.62833 7.594 23.90435 1.220265 
26 21161 5.3017 15.47954 44.23694 42.69776 46.69586 7.594 21.56018 -1.12391 
27 21321 5.3761 15.44925 45.42156 42.70438 46.75635 7.594 21.93089 -0.7532 
28 21480 5.3823 15.42039 44.4022 42.82037 46.87754 7.594 24.11609 1.432003 
Sol526 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 2388 4.877 13.60426 43.79652 40.31692 47.95639 6.552 26.70648 4.022131 
2 2552 4.8987 13.71572 44.0821 40.71419 47.83603 6.5737 31.73884 9.054487 
3 2717 4.9142 13.80363 43.01352 41.11718 47.85607 6.6915 40.73792 18.05357 
4 2881 4.9421 13.8622 44.01918 41.65141 48.37854 6.8124 37.63639 14.95204 
5 3045 4.97 13.90757 44.85227 41.69388 48.08626 6.676 24.19203 1.507681 
6 3209 5.0134 13.94268 43.47609 41.7674 47.82511 6.831 29.92991 7.245559 
7 3373 5.0351 13.9734 44.28121 42.20096 48.36195 7.0325 40.66542 17.98107 
8 3538 5.0723 14.00411 44.70298 41.9309 47.67427 6.7132 20.38637 -2.29798 
9 3702 5.1095 14.03188 43.81181 42.13217 47.83057 6.9178 22.39282 -0.29153 
10 4012 5.1281 14.08888 43.5404 42.06342 47.44088 6.8372 31.97966 9.295311 
11 4176 5.1591 14.10641 44.52849 42.44219 48.06245 7.0046 33.76789 11.08354 
12 4340 5.1591 14.11517 44.75441 42.14527 47.41021 6.8093 31.81215 9.1278 
13 4668 5.1963 14.14147 45.10396 42.55083 48.0167 6.9333 38.73551 16.05116 
14 4832 5.2335 14.15023 43.75577 42.2239 47.28414 6.9209 45.68799 23.00364 
15 4997 5.249 14.15899 44.56779 42.6003 47.96187 7.0883 35.85912 13.17477 
16 5161 5.1343 14.15899 45.1005 42.36661 47.47879 6.8744 33.15296 10.46861 
17 5325 5.2862 14.16045 44.11102 42.48331 47.62351 7.0356 23.28492 0.600566 
18 5489 5.2676 14.16775 45.08321 42.69445 48.00573 7.0201 35.30898 12.62463 
19 5653 5.3048 14.18235 44.09401 42.30752 47.23022 6.9612 29.99786 7.313505 
20 5817 5.3079 14.21008 44.54387 42.67296 47.87611 7.11 26.57218 3.887829 
21 5981 5.3172 14.25386 45.37805 42.51294 47.60902 6.9333 26.11466 3.430306 
22 6141 5.3389 14.3122 44.13654 42.54918 47.57642 7.0604 22.00618 -0.67817 
23 6304 5.3327 14.38218 45.07457 42.7789 48.00939 7.048 32.16148 9.477135 
24 6469 5.3389 14.47103 43.69466 42.34855 47.14585 6.9271 28.5928 5.908451 
25 6633 5.3513 14.58018 44.71669 42.67296 47.80145 7.0914 34.97912 12.29477 
26 6797 5.3668 14.69503 44.86086 42.3584 47.22662 6.9085 36.53411 13.84976 
27 6961 5.3761 14.78218 44.23694 42.6234 47.63257 7.1038 43.85713 21.17278 
Sol526 Empty:       
45 
 
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 9330 5.2893 14.91855 43.56072 42.13708 46.51831 6.906 29.15853 6.474172 
2 9495 5.2924 14.87069 44.13143 42.44219 47.01868 6.906 27.31063 4.626278 
3 9659 5.2831 14.86489 44.88322 42.46028 47.17455 6.906 19.36325 -3.32111 
4 9823 5.3017 14.80105 43.60138 42.2026 46.66031 6.906 23.33904 0.654683 
5 9982 5.2955 14.85764 44.73554 42.59535 47.43185 6.906 32.40373 9.719376 
6 10146 5.3017 14.86489 43.74897 42.19768 46.64431 6.906 19.45841 -3.22594 
7 10305 5.3079 14.88955 44.60199 42.64487 47.48963 6.906 17.43427 -5.25009 
8 10469 5.2893 14.89535 44.35617 42.23537 46.72966 6.906 24.31777 1.633415 
9 10633 5.3017 14.89245 44.42266 42.63661 47.45351 6.906 20.75485 -1.92951 
10 10792 5.2831 14.8823 44.94862 42.3584 46.97576 6.906 15.1262 -7.55815 
11 10956 5.2986 14.85909 44.25396 42.6003 47.36875 6.906 12.18626 -10.4981 
12 11121 5.2924 14.84458 45.32761 42.54424 47.33633 6.906 30.48526 7.800908 
13 11285 5.3048 14.82282 44.04469 42.51624 47.21405 6.906 16.3586 -6.32575 
14 11449 5.2769 14.81266 45.13683 42.68618 47.59453 6.906 27.10577 4.421416 
15 11613 5.2924 14.79234 43.8339 42.43561 47.03836 6.906 25.9052 3.220844 
16 11778 5.2738 14.82427 44.90558 42.71761 47.65976 6.906 34.69257 12.00822 
17 11942 5.2893 14.85329 43.72012 42.2944 46.83652 6.906 10.23369 -12.4507 
Sol684 Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 23775 5.714 16.70962 45.25988 43.32241 47.39759 6.4218 39.20077 -6.48523 
2 23939 5.7264 16.68958 44.21821 42.97846 46.69586 6.2699 42.02916 -3.65684 
3 24099 5.7171 16.68385 45.32935 43.34771 47.42283 6.4156 55.28287 9.59687 
4 24263 5.745 16.67955 44.2761 43.05365 46.75813 6.2668 42.40228 -3.28372 
5 24427 5.714 16.69387 45.33457 43.36289 47.43546 6.4094 51.74903 6.063025 
6 24592 5.7202 16.70246 44.28121 43.03191 46.76704 6.2761 41.82418 -3.86182 
7 24756 5.7109 16.72107 45.51744 43.21802 47.21585 6.2637 38.81238 -6.87362 
8 24920 5.7202 16.74111 44.40902 43.06201 46.86327 6.3195 49.60469 3.918688 
9 25085 5.714 16.75829 45.56107 43.2584 47.28414 6.304 54.44673 8.760727 
10 25249 5.7388 16.77832 44.44996 43.09885 46.91502 6.3443 44.94186 -0.74414 
11 25413 5.7326 16.79835 45.15067 43.18609 47.12433 6.2916 52.18519 6.499188 
12 25573 5.7233 16.82124 44.14164 42.89682 46.58039 6.2327 52.14915 6.463153 
13 25737 5.7264 16.84412 45.16279 43.31904 47.37776 6.428 34.41851 -11.2675 
14 25896 5.7295 16.87272 44.16546 42.95344 46.64076 6.2389 40.10463 -5.58137 
15 26061 5.7295 16.90274 45.21131 43.34265 47.38857 6.4218 44.91344 -0.77256 
16 26225 5.7233 16.93562 44.17907 42.97179 46.6532 6.2358 41.14246 -4.54354 
17 26389 5.7295 16.96991 45.25294 43.36796 47.41562 6.4249 32.38898 -13.297 
18 26554 5.6241 17.0042 44.22162 43.0035 46.6923 6.2575 52.41802 6.732017 
19 26718 5.7388 17.04419 45.27897 43.39328 47.43727 6.4249 41.80993 -3.87607 
20 26882 5.7326 17.08702 44.25056 43.03692 46.7172 6.2544 48.26239 2.576391 
21 27042 5.7202 17.12983 44.94001 43.24494 47.16199 6.3505 65.8632 20.1772 
22 27206 5.6954 17.17549 45.02622 42.95511 46.63188 6.2079 57.7761 12.0901 
23 27370 5.7326 17.23539 44.56266 43.12567 46.93288 6.335 51.24721 5.561207 
46 
 
24 27534 5.7326 17.28814 45.6747 43.2786 47.25358 6.2885 52.9319 7.2459 
25 27694 5.745 17.34087 44.5866 43.20962 47.02047 6.3722 48.07733 2.391331 
26 27858 5.7264 17.40356 45.71671 43.27523 47.20327 6.2668 37.647 -8.039 
Sol684 Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 17586 5.7853 16.35129 44.37833 42.96011 46.70831 6.32 48.15077 1.221944 
2 17750 5.7543 16.30967 45.20611 43.03692 46.91681 6.32 37.11463 -9.80086 
3 17909 5.7636 16.27091 44.208 42.86189 46.56087 6.32 41.6344 -4.58037 
4 18068 5.7667 16.23645 45.03657 43.03191 46.93466 6.32 39.80011 -6.1087 
5 18232 5.7605 16.19911 44.16546 42.74741 46.37665 6.32 54.52926 10.32602 
6 18397 5.7543 16.16895 44.73554 43.07038 46.99364 6.32 28.68083 -17.4046 
7 18561 5.7605 16.1359 44.76298 42.7143 46.37488 6.32 53.41969 10.25322 
8 18726 5.7512 16.11004 44.46702 42.95344 46.80979 6.32 48.27744 5.009869 
9 18890 5.7357 16.08705 45.23385 43.04528 47.00973 6.32 41.75156 -1.91368 
10 19049 5.7481 16.06693 44.19949 42.8486 46.61767 6.32 48.41022 5.920065 
11 19208 5.7357 16.0468 45.43898 43.11393 47.17635 6.32 50.43643 8.593561 
12 19373 5.7388 16.04249 44.34083 42.95344 46.79375 6.32 49.04306 7.089936 
13 19537 5.7264 16.04105 45.47384 43.17098 47.24998 6.32 45.27729 2.825547 
14 19701 5.7357 16.03674 44.37321 42.99849 46.85079 6.32 42.32977 -0.46295 
15 19866 5.7233 16.06261 45.49127 43.18945 47.27155 6.32 38.95779 -4.69622 
16 20030 5.7419 16.08705 44.38685 43.01686 46.87576 6.32 41.25668 -2.4691 
17 20195 5.714 16.12728 45.53314 43.19449 47.28234 6.32 44.30899 0.319143 
18 20359 5.7264 16.19624 44.41925 43.03525 46.91681 6.32 53.4644 9.221649 
19 20523 5.714 16.27522 45.54187 43.20962 47.29134 6.32 28.91944 -18.114 
20 20682 5.7233 16.36277 44.45849 43.07038 46.95789 6.32 51.51425 4.55168 
21 20846 5.714 16.45744 45.62747 43.19617 47.25717 6.32 46.08513 -2.20832 
22 21006 5.7388 16.53916 44.52508 43.11393 47.01152 6.32 47.27856 -1.93148 
23 21170 5.7233 16.60794 45.72021 43.18777 47.21225 6.32 50.61143 0.588768 
24 21335 5.7295 16.65664 44.54558 43.14076 47.03836 6.32 47.09248 -3.33247 
25 21499 5.714 16.69244 45.69745 43.20962 47.16558 6.32 56.84534 5.659868 
26 21658 5.7357 16.71248 44.57976 43.16762 47.06163 6.32 52.66145 1.441505 
Sol573 Enrich Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 12555 5.4257 15.09671 44.15015 42.48002 47.20866 4.9152 54.82562 4.543876 
2 12719 5.4195 15.18784 44.94173 42.28948 46.84187 4.7168 56.81344 6.5317 
3 12884 5.4257 15.24132 44.23864 42.65148 47.2374 4.9245 73.37316 23.09142 
4 13048 5.4381 15.29045 44.99344 42.36825 46.86149 4.7137 96.32437 46.04263 
5 13212 5.4226 15.30778 44.30505 42.64652 47.25178 4.9462 56.05641 5.774669 
6 13376 5.4536 15.32367 44.12633 42.18949 46.42089 4.6796 34.79068 -15.4911 
7 13541 5.4474 15.33234 44.48409 42.67461 47.28954 4.9586 57.26559 6.983847 
8 13705 5.435 15.34389 44.24375 42.28456 46.5254 4.7168 55.66849 5.386753 
9 13870 5.4598 15.35544 44.54045 42.74079 47.33813 4.9865 68.70816 18.42642 
10 14034 5.4567 15.36121 44.26418 42.33213 46.55732 4.7385 49.2632 -1.01854 
47 
 
11 14198 5.4722 15.36699 44.58489 42.78885 47.36334 4.9927 71.16022 20.87848 
12 14357 5.4505 15.36699 44.12803 42.37318 46.5662 4.7602 55.18941 4.907672 
13 14521 5.4722 15.36988 44.65845 42.82701 47.40119 5.0082 55.18932 4.907584 
14 14681 5.4536 15.37998 43.66921 42.39946 46.56265 4.7602 65.94145 15.65971 
15 14845 5.4567 15.38864 44.87634 42.79548 47.37235 4.9369 60.55532 10.27358 
16 15009 5.4567 15.38864 43.81351 42.46357 46.68341 4.7912 67.23216 16.95042 
17 15174 5.4536 15.40019 44.88494 42.83697 47.41021 4.9617 85.66665 35.38491 
18 15338 5.4753 15.42328 43.8288 42.48825 46.69586 4.8191 41.8814 -8.40034 
19 15502 5.4536 15.44925 45.12298 42.73251 47.24998 4.8284 59.19456 8.912819 
20 15666 5.4722 15.48243 44.00728 42.55907 46.849 4.8687 51.23359 0.951845 
21 15831 5.5652 15.50406 45.14894 42.82369 47.34533 4.8656 58.27733 7.995595 
22 15995 5.4753 15.52137 44.04299 42.6036 46.89182 4.8873 68.86959 18.58785 
23 16154 5.4381 15.52858 45.23732 42.51294 46.83117 4.6951 77.74856 27.46682 
24 16318 5.4629 15.53435 44.24034 42.66139 47.0312 4.9245 52.0066 1.724857 
25 16483 5.4722 15.54011 45.33457 42.58545 46.94896 4.7664 56.25607 5.97433 
26 16647 5.4598 15.55885 44.29483 42.71761 47.09745 4.9524 38.26968 -12.0121 
27 16811 5.4691 15.58336 44.54899 42.34034 46.46161 4.6889 54.66129 4.379554 
28 16976 5.4815 15.63236 44.47727 42.74907 47.18891 4.9679 56.59688 6.315138 
29 17140 5.4784 15.70726 43.76426 42.27964 46.40673 4.7292 88.8915 38.60976 
30 17305 5.4784 15.79365 44.6653 42.77392 47.28234 4.9679 60.29715 10.01541 
31 17469 5.4784 15.88862 43.64546 42.37646 46.46692 4.7509 57.40298 7.121236 
32 17634 5.4691 15.98355 44.8987 42.78387 47.26616 4.9307 54.48134 4.199604 
Sol573 Enrich Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 19022 5.4877 16.45171 44.79559 42.87686 47.30753 4.848 28.49673 -21.785 
2 19181 5.4908 16.40438 43.78464 42.51953 46.57862 4.848 48.9216 -1.36015 
3 19345 5.4877 16.33694 44.87806 42.91512 47.35974 4.848 40.7296 -9.55215 
4 19510 5.4908 16.25512 43.80502 42.54259 46.62122 4.848 37.12602 -13.1557 
5 19674 5.4753 16.17182 44.90214 42.92678 47.39398 4.848 52.94976 2.668017 
6 19838 5.4815 16.08705 43.80842 42.54589 46.60879 4.848 34.2071 -16.0746 
7 19998 5.4939 16.0123 44.96068 42.92012 47.4048 4.848 72.92387 22.64212 
8 20162 5.3606 15.94616 43.86449 42.54589 46.70297 4.848 39.53002 -10.7517 
9 20466 5.4505 15.88718 44.01408 42.64157 46.85792 4.848 52.67756 2.39582 
10 20625 5.4567 15.85265 44.64134 42.83365 47.26616 4.848 49.66292 -0.61883 
11 20789 5.466 15.82099 44.61396 42.48002 46.65675 4.848 58.80831 8.526564 
12 20954 5.4567 15.79509 44.55583 42.86189 47.33453 4.848 66.42976 16.14801 
13 21118 5.5373 15.77349 44.49434 42.46028 46.58926 4.848 58.13909 7.857341 
14 21283 5.466 15.72454 44.52849 42.83033 47.30753 4.848 52.72514 2.443392 
15 21447 5.4257 15.68422 45.28071 42.65148 47.01868 4.848 52.56453 2.282789 
16 21611 5.4443 15.64964 44.39879 42.82369 47.27155 4.848 51.28901 1.007263 
17 21776 5.4381 15.61506 45.13337 42.58215 46.89539 4.848 57.60865 7.326903 
Sol684 Enrich Full:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
48 
 
1 12136 5.6923 15.87711 44.41414 42.80709 47.07954 4.1805 93.17943 25.16943 
2 12301 5.6861 16.0008 45.46861 42.7441 46.92395 3.9914 79.12805 11.11805 
3 12460 5.7264 16.09567 44.56437 42.97012 47.17276 4.2208 110.9244 42.91444 
4 12770 5.7109 16.24507 45.0642 43.02856 47.25178 4.1681 56.79218 -11.2178 
5 12935 5.7295 16.27378 44.0685 42.75238 46.61945 4.0782 79.3022 11.2922 
6 13099 5.7295 16.29531 45.34152 43.06369 47.22123 4.0999 82.76889 14.75889 
7 13263 5.7698 16.30967 44.37321 42.90514 46.7991 4.1619 110.9472 42.93719 
8 13427 5.7233 16.34268 45.61873 42.90181 46.97934 3.9976 76.78682 8.776818 
9 13592 5.7481 16.33694 44.53532 43.04027 46.99006 4.1991 113.1123 45.10232 
10 13751 5.7357 16.35416 45.10569 42.76564 46.53072 3.9635 102.4012 34.39118 
11 13915 5.7481 16.37281 44.76298 43.14412 47.12254 4.165 74.95907 6.949067 
12 14080 5.7481 16.39146 44.34083 42.71099 46.33422 4.0069 72.15404 4.144039 
13 14244 5.7636 16.40151 44.96413 43.20457 47.23561 4.2611 77.65707 9.64707 
14 14409 5.7636 16.42159 44.01748 42.83199 46.44921 4.0348 108.4102 40.40023 
15 14573 5.7543 16.42446 45.18705 43.23821 47.29313 4.2239 108.7435 40.73352 
16 14737 5.7698 16.43163 44.2063 42.92345 46.63188 4.0937 77.65813 9.648126 
17 14901 5.7729 16.44023 45.44247 43.23148 47.26256 4.1495 77.97625 9.96625 
18 15066 5.7791 16.4388 44.41584 43.04528 46.82939 4.1681 72.4543 4.444296 
19 15230 5.7636 16.4388 45.65895 43.11896 47.05089 4.0348 80.60734 12.59734 
20 15395 5.7729 16.44023 44.58318 43.12735 46.9704 4.1991 91.5853 23.5753 
21 15559 5.7791 16.43737 44.47385 42.66965 46.20003 3.9139 102.8001 34.79007 
22 15723 5.7915 16.42733 44.8815 43.1609 47.11179 4.2456 87.84815 19.83815 
23 15883 5.7729 16.41872 43.98008 42.77061 46.35897 4.0162 84.13345 16.12345 
24 16047 5.776 16.41155 45.13683 43.22139 47.23022 4.2239 112.2893 44.27932 
25 16207 5.7853 16.40294 44.19779 42.91346 46.58572 4.0968 73.1899 5.179897 
26 16371 5.7729 16.39577 45.58378 42.97012 46.82761 3.9821 99.57195 31.56195 
Sol684 Enrich Empty:       
A B C D E F G H I J 
1 17586 5.7853 16.35129 0.931593 44.37833 42.96011 4.111 71.97914 3.967781 
2 17750 5.7543 16.30967 0.912448 45.20611 43.03692 4.111 55.48204 -12.5293 
3 17909 5.7636 16.27091 0.894619 44.208 42.86189 4.111 62.605 -5.40636 
4 18068 5.7667 16.23645 0.878767 45.03657 43.03191 4.111 59.43607 -8.57529 
5 18232 5.7605 16.19911 0.861591 44.16546 42.74741 4.111 81.5075 13.49614 
6 18397 5.7543 16.16895 0.847716 44.73554 43.07038 4.111 42.88791 -25.1234 
7 18561 5.7605 16.1359 0.832516 44.76298 42.7143 4.111 79.8076 11.79624 
8 18726 5.7512 16.11004 0.820618 44.46702 42.95344 4.111 72.20165 4.190285 
9 18890 5.7357 16.08705 0.810042 45.23385 43.04528 4.111 62.39773 -5.61363 
10 19049 5.7481 16.06693 0.800786 44.19949 42.8486 4.111 72.40265 4.391285 
11 19208 5.7357 16.0468 0.791529 45.43898 43.11393 4.111 75.48778 7.476422 
12 19373 5.7388 16.04249 0.789546 44.34083 42.95344 4.111 73.30206 5.290696 
13 19537 5.7264 16.04105 0.788884 45.47384 43.17098 4.111 67.72685 -0.28451 
14 19701 5.7357 16.03674 0.786901 44.37321 42.99849 4.111 63.18049 -4.83087 
15 19866 5.7233 16.06261 0.798802 45.49127 43.18945 4.111 58.25675 -9.75461 
49 
 
16 20030 5.7419 16.08705 0.810042 44.38685 43.01686 4.111 61.65215 -6.35921 
17 20195 5.714 16.12728 0.82855 45.53314 43.19449 4.111 66.33318 -1.67818 
18 20359 5.7264 16.19624 0.860269 44.41925 43.03525 4.111 79.87382 11.86246 
19 20523 5.714 16.27522 0.8966 45.54187 43.20962 4.111 43.22082 -24.7905 
20 20682 5.7233 16.36277 0.936873 44.45849 43.07038 4.111 76.8138 8.802443 
21 20846 5.714 16.45744 0.980424 45.62747 43.19617 4.111 61.11781 -6.89356 
22 21006 5.7388 16.53916 1.018014 44.52508 43.11393 4.111 70.89978 2.888423 
23 21170 5.7233 16.60794 1.049653 45.72021 43.18777 4.111 75.65976 7.648398 
24 21335 5.7295 16.65664 1.072055 44.54558 43.14076 4.111 70.46315 2.451786 
25 21499 5.714 16.69244 1.088522 45.69745 43.20962 4.111 84.91746 16.9061 
26 21658 5.7357 16.71248 1.097742 44.57976 43.16762 4.111 78.68243 10.67107 
 
 
 
 
